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Theme: R5
Clarity and effectiveness of the Government
and Oireachtas oversight and role

Line Of inquiRy: R5c
Analysis of the key drivers for budget policy
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Programme for Government 2007-2012
This Programme for Government sets out in clear and ambitious terms our shared vision for Ireland’s
development over the coming five years.
The hard work of Irish people has helped to create a dynamic society and a strong economy. This Government
will work with the Irish people to safeguard the gains made, and to build a strong and sustainable nation for
future generations.
We believe that the contents of this Programme will act as a blueprint for the next five years. It addresses the
major challenges which we face, and sets out how these challenges can be addressed and overcome. Working
with energy and commitment, we believe that Ireland can now turn the challenges we face into opportunities.
Time and again the Irish people have shown their ability to succeed despite adversity, and to adapt to achieve
their goals.
Areas of particular importance include:
• rolling out infrastructure nationwide,
• combating climate change, and
• delivering a fully modern, patient-centred health service.
These are areas upon which we will place particular focus, and areas where we have ambitious plans that will
be delivered during the lifetime of this Government.
Along with addressing the major challenges that we now face, we are more mindful than ever, that all of our
shared ambitions must be matched by a strong and growing economy. This Government will ensure that
Ireland’s economic success over recent years is continued and strengthened.
We believe that this Programme of Government is one which every Irish person can be proud of. It provides a
clear direction for the country, and will deliver a stronger, more caring and environmentally sustainable Ireland
for generations to come.

Bertie Ahern T.D.
Leader of Fianna Fáil
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Trevor Sargent T.D.
Leader of the Green Party
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Mary Harney T.D.
Leader of the Progressive
Democrats
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The Economy

Long-term responsibility is the foundation on which the new Government’s economic policy is built. We must
accept the reality that Ireland cannot and must not compete on the basis of low wages. If we are to compete
effectively and in a sustainable way, we will have to do so through even greater competitiveness in knowledgedriven industries.
Our guiding economic principles for the next five years are:
• We will aim to achieve further significant, sustainable growth with our programme based on an aver
age growth rate of 4.5%.
• We will operate a responsible fiscal policy characterised by broad budget balance and a declining
debt burden.
• We will deliver the National Development Plan in full, on time and within budget to raise our
productivity, to enhance our competitiveness and to secure our future prosperity.
• We will invest in increasing the productive capacity of the economy, particularly in terms of ensuring
high-levels of high-quality employment.

Budgetary Policy
Our guiding principles for fiscal policy for the next five years are to:
• Keep the budget in broad balance and fully within our commitments under the Stability & Growth
Pact.
• Retain the flexibility to deal with any future shocks.
• Set aside a minimum of 1% of GNP per annum to provide for the future pensions of today’s workers.
• Implement a series of significant and sustainable increases in key public services such as pensions,
health and schools.
• Keep the overall tax burden low and implement further changes to enhance the rewards of work
while increasing the fairness of the tax system.

Building the Public Wealth
Once our current prosperity is safeguarded, policy must seek to build for the future by raising our productive
capacity and in so doing improve our potential to enjoy a better quality of life. That is the context in which the
new National Development Plan was framed. With a total cost of €184 billion over seven years, the Plan
involves a major acceleration of Government capital investment.
We believe that the full implementation of the NDP must be the first priority of this administration. The NDP will
make our economy and our society stronger and will substantially increase the probability that our good fortune
will benefit future generations. It will protect and sustain our prosperity, not threaten it.
Ireland is now an income-rich country. However, we are still poor in terms of our public wealth due to decades
of under-investment in infrastructure. To correct this imbalance, we have committed to investing 5.4% of GNP
in public infrastructure through the NDP. This will be implemented through a coordinated, multi-annual
programme which is subject to rigorous value for money and quality oversight.
Through sound management of the economy, we will ensure that this resource commitment is maintained over
the lifetime of the Government. Closing the infrastructure gap as expeditiously as possible has significant
benefits and will enhance quality of life and economic competitiveness for generations to come. We will deliver
PUB01B01-P
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the public infrastructure which this country needs if it is to sustain and consolidate the gains of the past
decade.

Competitiveness and Innovation
Ireland’s future prosperity is critically dependent on our ability to trade with the world. The Government will
underpin Ireland’s success as a highly-productive, trading nation by the following measures:
• Through the National Development Plan, we will invest over €8.2 billion in Science, Technology and
Innovation. This investment will transform the type of R&D and innovation taking place across our
enterprise sector.
• Our ongoing investment in education and training will ensure that our workforce is equipped with the
necessary skills to enhance our productivity and competitiveness.
• Under Transport 21, our national infrastructure will be overhauled and upgraded with positive
consequences for business costs and productivity.
• We will instigate a review of the entire economic regulatory environment. This review will be designed
to ensure that the existing regulatory regime is operating efficiently, is balancing the needs of users
with the requirements of producers and is not imposing excessive costs on the economy.
• Recognising the importance of small business to our economy, we will continue to support and
enhance the Business Expansion and Seed Capital Schemes.
• We recognise the vital role played by low taxes in our economic success. We guarantee that the
12.5% rate of corporation tax will remain.
• We will resolutely oppose any attempt to introduce tax harmonisation within the European Union,
either directly or through technical measures.
Ireland’s dynamic and flexible economy will continue to be one of the most attractive locations in the world to
invest, to employ and to do business in.

A Fair Tax System
Subject to the controlling economic and fiscal framework, the Government will implement the following specific
approach to tax:
• Our first priority remains low and middle income earners – therefore our first task will be to use tax
credits and bands to keep low income earners out of the standard rate band and average earners
out of the higher band.
• PRSI, as currently devised, is not a fair tax as it is not levied on incomes above €48,800.
Consequently, it is most lightly borne by those on the highest incomes. To eliminate this inequity, we
will abolish the PRSI ceiling for full rate payers and reduce the rate at which this tax is levied from 4%
to 2% over the lifetime of the Government. We will also reduce the rate of PRSI paid by the self
employed to 2% from 3%. These moves will eliminate the remaining inequality in the income tax
system and enhance its progressive nature. The Social Insurance Fund will be reimbursed by the
Exchequer for the cost of this reform.
• Once these commitments are met, any additional resources will be targeted at further enhancing the
rewards of work. Specifically, we are committed to reducing the standard rate of income tax to 18%
and the higher rate of income tax to 40% over the lifetime of the Government if economic resources
allow.
• We will introduce measures to further weight VRT and motor tax in favour of cars with lower
emissions.
• Appropriate fiscal instruments, including a carbon levy, will be phased in on a revenue-neutral basis
over the lifetime of this Government.
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Commission on Taxation
In order to review the efficiency and appropriateness of the Irish taxation system, the Government will establish
a new Commission on Taxation. While the Commission will have a wide remit to consider the structure of the
taxation system, it will be specifically charged with considering and making recommendations on the following:
• Examine the balance achieved between taxes collected on income, capital and spending and report
on it.
• Review all tax expenditures with a view to recommending the discontinuation of those that are
unjustifiable on cost/benefit grounds;
• Consider options for the future financing of local government;
• In the context of maintaining a strong economy, investigate fiscal measures to protect and enhance
the environment including the introduction of a carbon tax.

Value Added Tax
The current VAT classifications will be examined with a view to reducing the rate of VAT applied to certain
environmental goods and services from 21% to 13.5%.

Supporting Home Ownership While Protecting House Values and Jobs
We are determined to help first-time buyers directly and substantially without disturbing market conditions,
driving increases in house prices, and putting the more than 260,000 construction jobs at risk.
We will legislate immediately to abolish stamp duty for all first-time buyers and make this change retrospective
for all deeds presented for stamping to the Revenue Commissioners on or after 30th April 2007. We will also
implement major changes in mortgage interest relief for first-time buyers and those who bought a house in the
past seven years. We will increase in Budget 2008 the ceiling on mortgage interest relief for first-time buyers
and those who bought a house in the past seven years, from €8,000 to €10,000 for single people and from
€16,000 to €20,000 for couples or widowed persons. As income tax rates are reduced, we will keep the rate
of mortgage interest relief at 20% for all home owners.

PUB01B01-P
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Keeping Ireland Working

We are committing ourselves as a Government to a coordinated series of steps to support the creation of
250,000 jobs over the next five years.

Guiding Principles
Our policies to achieve this target will fit within a key set of principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeping taxes on employment low.
Investing in research and development.
Significantly upskilling the Irish workforce at all levels.
Developing a growing focus on the dynamic SME sector.
Where possible reducing the regulatory burden faced by business.
Ensuring that employment standards are met throughout the economy.

Tax and Regulation
This Government will:
• Ensure that our regulatory framework remains flexible, proportionate and up to date.
• Keep Ireland’s Corporation Tax at its current level at most and veto any EU proposal which might
undermine this.
• Continue to enhance the Business Expansion Scheme and the Seed Capital Scheme.
• Examine measures to limit the ability of local authorities to impose punitive charges on local
businesses.
• Implement procedures to ensure direct feedback from business on regulatory burdens and publish
annual reports on how these issues have been addressed.

Small & Medium Enterprises
There are over 250,000 small businesses operating across the country, which employ a total of over 800,000
people or 40% of the workforce. This number is growing – businesses up by 50% and employment by 79% in
recent years. We are committed to helping SMEs grow, to become more knowledge-based and to be a key
driver of future success.
This Government will:
• Encourage financial institutions to provide European Investment Fund guaranteed loan finance to
small businesses.
• Continue to enhance the Business Expansion Scheme (BES) and the Seed Capital Scheme (SCS)
following on from changes introduced in Budget 2007.
• Make Innovation Vouchers available to small businesses in every sector, to be exchanged for advice,
expertise and information from accredited knowledge providers. This will build on the initiative taken
this year when Ireland became only the second country in Europe to introduce this scheme to help
small businesses.
• Actively encourage more “Competence Centres” which will bring together companies that have
similar research problems and team them with highly qualified researchers to produce new
technologies, bring their results to market and deliver a competitive advantage to Irish industry.
PUB01B01-P
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Executive Summary
During the Celtic Tiger boom Ireland experienced a phenomenal growth in property
construction and house prices. Construction became a major component and driver of
the Irish economy. Both development and its underlying finances were allowed to
become massively over-extended, creating an enormous property bubble. Rather than
the much hoped for ‘soft landing’, the bubble popped in spectacular fashion leading to
a radical transformation of the property market, with tumbling house prices and
widespread negative equity, and a collapse in construction activity.

Government has two principle levers through which it can seek to regulate property
development. The first is through fiscal policy with respect to regulating access to
credit and determining taxation rates. The second is through planning policy and the
zoning of land and the granting of planning permissions. Explanations of the Irish
property bubble have focused almost exclusively on the former, and the role of the
banks, tax incentive schemes, and the failures of financial regulators. To date, the
role of the planning system in creating the property bubble has been little
considered. And yet, the banks could have lent all the money they desired, but if
zonings and planning permissions were not forthcoming then development could not
have occurred in the way that it did.

As well as a catastrophic failure in Ireland’s banking and financial regulatory system,
there has been a catastrophic failure of the planning system. In a housing boom
planning should act as a counter-balance to the pressures of development in order to
maintain a stable housing market and try to prevent boom and bust cycles. Planning
should provide checks and balances to the excesses of development and act for the
common good, even if that means taking unpopular decisions. However, during the
Celtic Tiger period a laissez-faire approach to planning predominated at all levels of
governance that was insufficiently evidence-informed with respect to long-term
demographic demand, market conditions and issues of sustainability, and which
marginalised and ignored more cautious voices. Both the fiscal and planning levers of
development were overly pro-growth. As a result, not only was there an
unsustainable growth in property prices, but this was accompanied by a property
building frenzy that led to a significant oversupply of housing (as well as offices,
retail units and hotels) in almost all parts of the country. The level of over-
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development that has occurred will take years to correct and seriously hamper the
recovery of the housing market and the operation of NAMA. Indeed, there are
legitimate questions as to whether NAMA can succeed in its aims over its intended
life-span.

It is our contention that an independent review of the operation of the planning
system during the Celtic Tiger years be undertaken to consider fully the role of
planning in the creation of the property bubble, similar to the Honohan (2010) and
the Regling and Watson (2010) reports on banking and financial regulation. The
review would examine planning policy formation and application, and the
organisation, operation and regulation of planning within and across different
agencies and at all scales in Ireland. It would investigate all aspects of the planning
system and its operation, including charges of localism, cronyism and clientelism
where appropriate. The inquiry should not take the form of a witch hunt or a blame
game, but rather constitute a systemic review of how the planning system failed to
counter and control the excesses of the boom and provide a more stable and
sustainable pattern of development.

In this working paper, we examine the creation of ‘a haunted landscape’ – the recent
boom and the bust of the Irish housing market, and the creation of a new
phenomenon, ‘ghost estates’. We draw on and analyze numerous different
government and industry datasets to provide a rigorous evidence base for our
conclusions. What the data reveal is a pattern of development that ran counter to
what one would have expected or hoped for - those local authorities that had the
most vacant stock in 2006, subsequently built the most new housing, now have
the highest surpluses of stock, and have the most land zoned for future use.
Essentially, a number of local authorities did not heed good planning guidelines and
regional and national objectives; conduct sensible demographic profiling of potential
demand; or take account of the fact that much of the land zoned lacks essential
services such as water and sewerage treatment plants, energy supply, public transport
or roads. Instead, permissions and zoning have been facilitated by the abandonment
of basic planning principles by elected representatives on the local and national stage
and driven by the demands of local people, developers and speculators, and ambitious,
localised growth plans framed within a zero-sum game of potentially being left behind
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with respect to development. Further, central government not only failed to
adequately oversee, regulate and direct local planning, but actively encouraged its
excesses through tax incentive schemes and the flaunting of its own principles as set
out in the National Spatial Strategy through policies such as decentralisation.

Rather than simply describe what has occurred with respect to housing development
over the past twenty years, we seek to provide a detailed explanation of why the
bubble was created and the effects of it bursting. We also provide a critique of the
government’s response to the crisis, and in particular the creation of NAMA. We
suggest that seven key issues will need to be addressed before consumers regain
confidence, property prices bottom out, and the housing market starts to function
properly. First, supply and demand will need to be harmonized. Second, there has to
be a sustained growth in the economy with an associated fall in unemployment.
Third, house prices have to align more closely to average industrial earnings. Fourth,
affordable credit has to be available for first time buyers and those trading up. Fifth,
the uncertainties concerning NAMA and its operation have to dispelled, especially
since it will be controlling a sizable share of property and land. This necessitates full
transparency of the agency’s workings and the assets it is managing.

Sixth,

consumers have to be satisfied that the banking crisis is truly over and that financial
institutions are properly regulated. Seventh, substantive changes need to occur in the
planning system to ensure that it works for the common good and produces
sustainable development.

Our analysis suggests that there is little need for housing development in the
state in the immediate future beyond selected social housing provision. This is
not to say that this is no requirement for construction, however. Where
construction could be fruitfully undertaken is with respect to public facilities such as
schools and hospitals, public transport, roads, energy and broadband infrastructure.
Such a targeted capital investment could, on the one hand, stimulate the economy in
terms of employment and investment and provide multiplier effects across the private
sector and, on the other, provide worldclass infrastructure to facilitate and encourage
indigenous growth and inward investment. Any such investment should align with
the National Spatial Strategy and National Development Plan and be delivered
through a rigorous, responsible and sustainable planning system.

PUB01B14-P
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A key factor driving down house and land prices is not simply a lack of confidence or
difficulties in accessing credit, but a marked oversupply of housing stock and zoned
land. Ireland was in the middle of a building and land speculation frenzy when the
crisis initiated. The DEHLG records that there were 88,419 housing completions in
2006 (recorded as 93,419, but 5,000 were delayed reporting from 2005; see Figure 9).
This high level of production continued into 2007 (78,027 units), slowing
dramatically in 2008 (51,724 units) and 2009 (26,420 units). All told, there were
244,590 units built between January 2006 and December 2009 (that were connected to
the ESB electricity grid) (datasheet 3). This is despite the fact that in April 2006, the
Census revealed that 266,322 housing units were unoccupied (216,533 vacant units
and 49,789 holiday homes; 15% of stock; datasheet 11). The result was a significant
volume of property coming onto an oversupplied market at a time when it was at first
softening and then outright plummeting. According to irishpropertywatch.com in
May 2010, 112,506 housing units were for sale in Ireland (both new and secondhand)
and another 20,463 available for rent. Given the oversupply and the flat market,
planning permissions granted were down 63.9% in 2009, housing registrations are
down 95% since their peak in September 2006, and housing commencements are
down 90% on their peak in 2005 (DKM 2010).

Figure 9: House completions in Ireland, 1993-2009
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Source: DEHLG
(N.B. 5000 of the completions recorded in 2006 were completed in 2005)
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What Figure 11 illustrates is that house building in Ireland was running counter to
what one would expect given the vacancy rate. Those counties that had the highest
rates of vacant stock in 2006 subsequently increased their housing stock by the
greatest percentage in the following years, and those counties with low vacancy,
increased their stock the least. For example, Longford with a vacancy rate in 2006 of
20.6% (excluding holiday homes) increased its housing stock by 22% between April
2006 and December 2009 from 15,868 units to 19,352 units, and Leitrim with a
vacancy rate in 2006 of 21.5% (excluding holiday homes) increased its housing stock
by 19.3% between 2006 and 2009 from 15,284 units to 18,229 units (datasheet 13,
datasheet 14). To put that in context, in the ten years between 1996 and 2006, the
number of households in Longford increased by 28.9% (from 8,410 to 12,134) and in
Leitrim by 27.4% (from 8,374 to 10,672) (datasheet 14). The house building rate
between April 2006 and December 2009, if continued for a ten year period, would
have catered for a household increase of 59.9% in Longford and 52.6% in Leitrim. In
other words, both counties were building approximately twice what would have been
required assuming household numbers increased at the 1996-2006 rate, and that does
not take into account vacancy rates.

What is revealed in Figure 11 are the effects of Upper Shannon Rural Renewal
Scheme, inaugurated in June 1998, with Longford, Leitrim, Cavan, Sligo and
Roscommon all being major beneficiaries of this tax incentive programme (see Figure
18). In total, these five counties increased their housing stock by 45,053 (49.8%)
between 2002 and 2009, from 90,491 to 135,544 dwellings, with 1 in 3 houses built in
this period (datasheet 23). Between the 1996 and 2006 censuses 30,695 houses were
built in these counties and yet household numbers only grew by 18,896 – in other
words, house building was progressing at a pace well in excess of household growth.
Figure 12 illustrates the effect of the scheme on house building, with a dramatic rise
in the number of units being completed, especially in period 2003-2007. In short,
whilst the programme sought to ‘encourage people to reside in the area and to
promote new economic activity’ (Dept of Finance 1999), it completely distorted the
usual pattern of house building, and has led to a large oversupply of housing stock.
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Collectively, the data we have presented in this section demonstrate that housing and
land supply and household demand became uncoupled from early on in the Celtic
Tiger era and progressively grew further apart. This is abundantly clear from
comparing housing completions with household growth between 1996 and 2006.
While 553,267 housing units were built between January 1996 and December 2005,
the number of households grew by only 346,400 between April 1996 and April 2006.
An additional 244,590 units were built between January 2006 and December 2009,
and yet the number of households did not increase by anywhere near the same
amount. The number of households in June 2008 was 1.58m (CSO 2009d), up
110,000 from 1.47m in April 2006, and growth is presently thought to be static or
falling given rising emigration. All through the boom years the vacancy rate was
rising - in 1996 the rate was 8.5%, in 2002 it was 9.8%, and in 2006 it was 15%
(includes holiday homes). The 2006 rate is double the EU average rate of 7.3%
(skewed upwards by Spain, Portugal and Ireland) and is way in excess of what one
would expect as an acceptable base rate (3-4%). Even accounting for obsolescence
and replacement, and holiday homes, it is obvious that there is presently a wide
disparity between the total stock of housing and the number of households (in
December 2009, Geodirectory reported that there were 1.98m residential units in the
state).

5.

Ghost Estates

One result of housing supply being out of sync with housing demand has been the
creation of a new phenomenon, so-called ‘ghost estates’. We have defined a ghost
estate as a development of ten or more houses where 50% of the properties are either
vacant or under-construction. Using that definition we have analyzed the
Geodirectory database in order to identify all properties built post-2005 where 10 or
more units share the same estate/street address and more than 50 percent are coded as
either vacant or under-construction. We have then undertaken a ground-truthing
exercise using two methods. First, we have cross-checked the results with house sale
websites such as daft.ie and myhome.ie. Second, we have visited 60 of the estates in
three locations (South Dublin/Kildare, South Leitrim/North Roscommon, Cork City
and county) to verify their status. It is important to note that ghost estates vary
markedly in their condition, from sites that are 100% under-construction through to
completed estates that are finished and fully serviced (see Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Example ghost estates
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The total number of ghost estates developed post-2005 identified by this method is
620, and includes 19,262 units, 11,670 of which are vacant and 3,823 are underconstruction (with average vacant/under-construction rate of 80%). There are 86
estates with more than 50 properties (of which more than 50% are vacant/underconstruction), 252 with between 21-50 properties, and 282 between 10-20 properties.
Having driven round the towns we visited it is clear to us that our method undercounts ghost estates, most probably because the Geodirectory database under-records
vacancy and under-construction as they have to maintain this status for quite a while
to be coded as such and they are still engaged in a rolling process of identifying
vacant properties. There is some noise in the data because they are only collected
twice a year in urban areas and once a year in rural areas, meaning that units in some
estates will have been sold, although in the vast majority of cases this does not move
them under the 50% threshold. The number of estates would certainly increase if we
were to change the parameters down to a 30% vacancy/under-construction rate,
depending on how we want to define a ghost estate.

As Figure 16 reveals, there are multiples of ghost estates in every county in the state.
Simply detailing the number of estates per county, however, can give a false
impression because it takes no account of the size of the overall population (datasheet
24). Whilst Cork County (not including the Cork City area) has 90 ghost estates, it
had a population of 361,788 in 2006. Leitrim has 21 estates, but a population of
28,950. We have therefore standardised the number of estates by per 1,000 head of
population (see Figure 17). Leitrim (21 estates), Longford (19) and Roscommon (35)
have a particularly high ratio of estates per head of population, indicating that these
estates constitute an oversupply in the market. This is perhaps unsurprising given that
it was these counties who built the most properties in relation to their overall stock
and vacancy levels between 2006 and 2009 (see Figure 11). These are followed by
Sligo (24), Cavan (21), Monaghan (18), Carlow (15), Cork County (90), Tipperary
North (16), Kilkenny (21), Westmeath (18), and Laois (15). Whilst some estates are
vacant holiday home developments, they nevertheless are presently surplus to demand
and are unlikely to be purchased in the short term whilst the market is still trying to
find its bottom.
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Figure 16: Post-2005 ghost estates in Ireland
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Figure 17: Ghost estates per county by head of population

The presence of these estates in the Irish landscape raises some difficult questions.
Whilst demand for housing might return relatively quickly in urban areas when the
economy picks up, and such estates might be used to deal with the social housing
waiting list, it is likely that demand driven by demographic change will be weak in
rural counties given that recessions generally lead to rural out-migration and slower
recovery. It therefore seems likely that many properties in rural areas will remain
empty for quite some time (as noted in our model, Table 2, this could be over 10 years
in some locations). Demographic forecasts would suggest population growth will
occur over the long term in Ireland, and one would anticipate population levels to rise
in the future in both rural and urban areas. There are questions, however, as to
whether the houses built in rural areas, in particular, will be fit for purpose by the time
the market returns. In the meantime, for those residing on such estates there are
clearly social and economic concerns about living with few neighbours and/or on
estates that are abandoned construction sites, with no street-lighting, pavements, or
finished green areas, often in locations that lack amenities, services and public
transport, and owning houses that are massively in negative equity.
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Section 2
Sustaining a Strong Economy
BUDGETARY & ECONOMIC POLICY
Fianna Fail and the Progressive Democrats are committed to sustaining economic growth
and maintaining full employment in the Irish economy. We see low inflation, responsible
fiscal policies and effective investment policies as central to this.



We will keep the public finances in a healthy condition and we will keep down
personal and business taxes in order to strengthen and maintain the competitive
position of the Irish economy.
Within these constraints we will concentrate the resources available to us on
improving the quality of public services and delivering further real improvements
to pensioners and people on low incomes.

Public Expenditure
 The EU Stability and Growth Pact provides the overriding framework for our
budgetary policy.
 Under the pact Ireland has given a sovereign commitment to keep the finances of
general government close to balance or in surplus and to take corrective action
when there is an actual or expected divergence from this objective. Fianna Fail
and the Progressive Democrats will respect this commitment.
Taxation
 Fianna Fail and the Progressive Democrats have delivered dramatic reductions in
taxation over the last five years.
 This policy has helped to generate unprecedented growth in the Irish economy, a
spectacular increase in the number of people at work and the effective elimination
of long-term unemployment.
 The parties remain committed to the achievement of the taxation objectives set
out in Action Programme for the Millennium. Over the next five years our
priorities with regard to personal taxation will be:
o to achieve a position where all those on the national minimum wage are
removed from the tax net, and
o to ensure that 80% of all earners pay tax only at the standard rate.
o to use the potential of the tax credit system to effectively target changes
and to pursue further improvements in the income tax regime if economic
resources permit.
 We will complete the reduction of the standard rate of corporation tax to 12.5%
in 2003.
 We will increase Capital Gains Tax exemption limits.
 We will examine the tax treatment of share options.
 We will keep down taxes on work in order to ensure the competitiveness of the
Irish economy and to maintain full employment.
 We will vigorously pursue actions to ensure that that everyone is tax compliant.
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Delivering Major Capital Programmes



Fianna Fail and the Progressive Democrats will address Ireland's infrastructural
deficit in a coherent and determined way over the next five years.



We believe that new methods of financing major capital programmes are
required. These must take account of the need to maximise efficiency, delivery,
value for money and appropriate risk transfer across complex multi-annual
programmes.
We will establish under the auspices of the NTMA a National Development Finance
Agency (NDFA) to finance major public projects and to evaluate financing options
for PPP projects. This vehicle may finance both commercial and non-commercial
type projects.
The NDFA will enable the government to apply commercial standards in
evaluating financial risks, costs and options associated with projects thereby
ensuring that the best financing package is availed of in each instance. The NDFA
may compete with, but will not substitute for, private financing of PPP projects
but will be an additional mechanism to be used in the context of achieving value
for money and risk transfer in PPP projects.
Where significant once-off revenues accrue to the state through, for example, the
sale of assets or the restructuring of the Central Bank, we will use these revenues
to create a National Transformation Fund. This fund, which will be managed by
the NTMA, will be used to finance multi-annual infrastructural development
programmes.







EMPLOYMENT AND ENTERPRISE
The huge increase in employment and fall in unemployment which has been achieved in
recent years cannot be taken for granted. Work is still required to protect employment
levels and to expand both the distribution and quality of opportunity throughout the
country.
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We will encourage and support multinational and indigenous firms to develop
higher productivity and knowledge-based activities which are likely to be retained
during periods of global rationalisation.
We will encourage a better spread of jobs throughout the country.
We will carry out a fundamental review of training and employment supports to
ensure that they focus on the needs of the most marginalized and disadvantaged
groups to help them to progress to the open labour market.
We support the positive role of the Community Employment Scheme to meet the
needs of both the long-term unemployed and communities.
We will seek to ensure that new social economy projects are effectively targeted
at areas which have traditionally had a high dependence on Community
Employment Scheme.
We will introduce new supports for those experiencing or likely to experience
severe employability barriers. This will involve a training fund of up to €2,500
per person.
We will extend the Employment Action Plan preventative strategy to all persons
on the Live Register for longer than 6 months.
FÁS will engage with redundant workers and people facing the prospect of longterm unemployment to ensure that the period out of work for a substantial
number of people is kept to a minimum.
We will give a fresh impetus to the important role of small business in Ireland and
ensure that the interests of small business are taken into account in formulating
and implementing policies that impact on the enterprise sector.
We will seek to resolve potential issues, difficulties and conflicts in the spirit of
social partnership.
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STATEMENT OF THE MINISTER FOR FINANCE

MR BRIAN COWEN, T.D.
1 DECEMBER 2004
Opening Remarks
I am very honoured to introduce this my first Budget to the House. In doing so
I pay tribute to my predecessor who made a major contribution to this country’s
sound budgetary position and who has left us a lasting legacy in this regard.
While this is my first Budget as Minister for Finance, it is not the first time I
have been involved in the budgetary process. Any Budget should reflect
Government policy and the economic realities of the time, as well as the
economic and social demands of the future. The Budget is an initiative of
Government as a whole and not simply the work of the Minister for Finance.
By another measure, this is my 21st Budget. I was first elected to this House in
1984 and I have observed the Budget from the backbenches, from the
opposition benches and from my position in different Government
Departments. In framing this Government’s Budget, I have been influenced by
what I have observed over that period.
I will spare this House any history lesson on the events since my first Budget
experience sitting on the benches opposite me. Six Governments and six
Ministers for Finance later, our economy has been completely transformed.
With that transformation has come some dramatic improvements in society.
We have made great strides towards becoming a vibrant, pluralist and modern
European country. That has not all been achieved by our economic growth, but
it is this economic progress that underpins much of what we now enjoy.
All of this progress is not without challenge. Government has a responsibility
to ensure that the benefits of our economic performance permeate society as a
whole. Proper budgetary policy involves careful evaluation and our task is to
put together an economic model that builds a society of which we can all be
proud.
This is the context in which the Budget is framed. Our economic strength must
be protected as it gives us the leverage to create wider social reform. I will
build on the progress we have already made in this and my next two Budgets in
an effort to meet the needs of the people and to deliver on this Government’s
programme.
These changed times bring fresh challenges. Recent successes give us more
opportunities and widen the scope for new policy approaches.
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This, therefore, is a Budget for the Irish people as a whole. A Budget that will:
 protect and increase jobs in a more competitive business environment
 build up and modernise our economy through major capital
programmes
 distribute the fruits of growth to all our people through better services
and a fairer sharing of resources, and
 redouble our efforts to help those most in need, particularly those with
disabilities.
Good Government and sound policies created these opportunities and good
Government will ensure that we succeed in addressing the needs of all our
people going forward.
Good Government does not mean responding blindly to headlines or being
pressured into half-responses. It means sensible policies, soundly-based, with
realistic, achievable and prioritised targets.
A single Budget cannot achieve all that we desire nor should it try to do so.
There are always risks to the economic outlook, especially in a small and open
economy such as ours. Therefore it is important to take into account the
unpredictable nature of our economic environment. The ordinary taxpayer
knows that this makes sense. I hope that they will recognise the firm resolve of
this Government to secure their welfare now and for the future.
Budgetary targets
We are determined as a Government to meet the priorities we have set
ourselves. To make progress in doing so we are setting the following
budgetary targets for 2005:
 an allocation of almost €45 billion for gross spending on public
services, or 9.1 per cent more than in 2004
 an Exchequer Borrowing Requirement of just under €3 billion or 2.3
per cent of GNP
 a General Government Deficit of 0.8 per cent of GDP, and
 a debt ratio of 30 per cent of GDP.
These targets seek to ensure that public spending growth is correlated with the
growth in revenues, while keeping borrowing to a prudent level to fund priority
investment needs. This approach will help contain inflationary pressures.
Economic Outlook
We are part of a single currency area where our partners will continue to keep
inflation close to 2 per cent. We cannot determine the prices we can charge for
our exports. International markets do that.
We must continue to compete, not just to sell our goods and services, but also
to continue attracting foreign direct investment and creating high quality jobs.
Economic competitiveness, therefore, remains critical to our future well-being.
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The prospects for this economy are fairly positive for the next few years. If
international growth holds up and if we do the right things, we have the
potential to grow at around 5 per cent per year in real terms and to keep
inflation in the 2 to 3 per cent range.
Of course, our economic situation also contains risks. The main question mark
arises from the international economic situation, where answers to some
questions are not so easy:
 how will oil prices fare? Last December few would have predicted that
oil prices would reach $50 per barrel
 how will international exchange rates evolve?
 what will be the international policy response in terms of interest rates?
The answers to these questions and the response of the world economy will
have a significant influence on our prospects going forward.
Assuming no major shocks arising from the risk factors to which I have just
referred, we are forecasting for 2005 that:
 the Irish Economy will grow by 4.7 per cent in GNP terms and 5.1 per
cent in GDP terms
 employment will grow by around 35,000
 unemployment will remain low at 4.4 per cent, and
 price inflation will come in at 2.5 per cent, close to the EU average.
Making factual comparisons with our EU counterparts, I think it is important to
point out that:
 our rate of economic growth is more than twice the average in the Euro
area
 our rate of spending increase in 2005 is three times the EU average
 our rate of public investment, at nearly 5 per cent of GNP, is almost
twice the EU average
 our unemployment rate is half the EU average, and
 our debt burden is among the lowest in the EU.
Naturally, there are areas where we can do better and we will do so. But we
should not be shy about our achievements either. I know from my time as
Minister for Foreign Affairs that many of our colleagues in the EU would love
to have our record. Many have beaten a path to our door to enquire how we did
it. We did not achieve all this merely by chance. The actions of Government,
in setting a sound economic and fiscal policy played a key role in achieving our
current success.
In my view an Irish model for continuing growth should include the following
elements:
 a coherent and equitable approach to public services and the economy,
through social partnership
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 better skills, training and education for those in a flexible labour force
 a low tax burden on activities that create and promote employment and
on labour itself
 building competitiveness in all areas of the market, and
 an appropriate business environment that creates prosperity with the
support of Government.
The reduction in the tax burden for all has formed part of this policy. But this
did not mean a lessening of our commitment to spending on public services.
Between 1997 and 2004, economic growth generated an extra €30 billion in
annual resources for the State. Two thirds of this went to fund additional dayto-day spending. Some €4 billion has gone on additional public investment,
and approximately €6 billion went towards tax reductions.
These are the facts. Lower tax rates and, in particular, the 12½ per cent
corporation tax rate to which this Government is committed, have meant more
revenue and economic growth. It is the revenues generated by economic
activity which keep public services going, and not higher tax rates as some
would have us believe.
Public spending
To demonstrate that point and to provide more public services and better
infrastructure, this Budget means gross voted spending of almost €45 billion in
2005. This is over €3.7 billion more than in 2004. This increase reflects the
sustainable growth in resources.
However, I wish to make it clear that we must maintain economic growth if we
are to support our ambitions to make better provision for those in need in our
society. Investing in a major capital programme increases our capacity to grow
and is hugely important if we are to continue on this path.
Infrastructural investment/Capital envelopes
Last year we moved to a multi-annual programme for capital spending so as to
plan more effectively for such large-scale spending. 2004 was its first year of
operation. The multi-annual basis allows Departments to carry-over to the next
year up to 10 per cent of the voted annual allocation to assist programme
planning and delivery. The carryover from 2004 to 2005 is €237 million or 4
per cent of the 2004 voted capital allocation. I am providing €334 million in
additional Exchequer capital for 2005. This will bring the total Exchequer cash
available for capital spending next year to almost €6,300 million, or 20 per cent
ahead of the 2004 cash outturn.
This means that for 2005-2009 we will maintain our high level of investment in
infrastructure at nearly twice the European average. Total investment within
the envelope over the next five years will be €36.3 billion, which is €2.7 billion
more than last year’s capital envelope. Further details are set out in the Budget
Summary. I am making provision in these totals for the Government’s
decentralisation programme.
This programme is moving forward.
Considerable progress has been made and its implementation is well on track.
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Developing capital envelopes further - Transport
The 2005-2009 capital envelope, as it is called, represents the total planned
spend by all Departments. This includes almost €10.2 billion in respect of
investment in transport infrastructure. The Government regards transport
investment as particularly important for the promotion of competitiveness,
sustainable economic growth and balanced regional development. We have
seen many important projects coming on stream and starting to make a real
difference. We know that more remains to be done.
Major capital projects in the transport sphere are multi-annual in nature
involving long planning lead-times and substantial construction phases. Given
this time consideration, and the scale of the projects and the investment
involved, I have now agreed in principle with the Minister for Transport that an
extended capital envelope of 10 years is more appropriate in the case of
investment in transport. Proposals for such a 10 year investment will be
submitted shortly for consideration by Government. I believe that this is a
necessary development in forward-budgeting. It will afford the Government
greater flexibility and clarity in planning and, most importantly, in delivering a
21st Century transport infrastructure for a 21st Century economy. It is my strong
view that this is a new initiative which we must put in place if we are to
position the economy to continue to grow and compete over the medium term.
Value for money for Capital Expenditure
I am extremely conscious of the need to optimise the value for money from the
very significant levels of capital funding now in place and I am determined to
take whatever action is required to bring this about. The multi-annual envelope
system is designed to facilitate the objective of securing value for money
through careful planning and implementation. My Department will also shortly
be issuing to Departments revised guidelines on the appraisal and management
of capital projects. Work is also continuing on changes in public sector capital
project contracts to ensure that risk is transferred to those best able to manage
and control it. These are practical and important steps in ensuring that the
taxpayer gets better value for money in this area.
Public Private Partnerships
The Government is committed to developing the PPP process as a viable
procurement option for appropriate projects. Progress has, however, been slow
in some areas. The targets set last year for PPP projects funded by unitary
payments from the Exchequer have been adjusted accordingly to reflect
information currently available on the lead-in time required to bring projects to
construction stage. This reflects the fact that, for various reasons, PPPs have
been slower to get off the ground in some areas than was envisaged. We are
actively examining how to resolve that issue going forward.
Taxation Policy
Ensuring a fair and balanced tax system is a priority for this Government. Our
record testifies to the many key measures we have taken. These actions have:
 greatly reduced tax on the lower paid who now pay less than 6 per
cent of the total income tax bill compared to 14 per cent in 1997
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 eliminated unfair tax structures through the introduction of tax
credits
 closed down abusive tax loopholes, and
 made sure individual reliefs focussed more on their essential
purpose – encouraging jobs and investment.
The primary aim of our tax policy has been the use of the tax system to expand
our economy, reward work and alleviate the burden on taxpayers especially for
those on lower pay.
To continue to reduce the tax burden for those on lower pay I am making the
following changes.
I am increasing the Employee Tax Credit by €230 to bring it to €1,270 per year.
I am also increasing the personal tax credits by €60 single and €120 married to
bring those to €1,580 and €3,160 per year respectively. This will benefit all
workers and will ensure that all those on the minimum wage are fully outside
the tax net.
As a result of these increases, over 650,000 of the 1.9 million income-earners
will be exempt from paying tax on their earnings. It also means that for
standard rate tax-payers an additional €1,450 per year, or almost €28 per week,
is exempt from tax in the case of a single person, and €1,750 or almost €34 per
week for married one-earners.
Given that it was not possible to widen the standard rate band over the past two
years, I am now increasing it by €1,400 per year for all earners. A single
person on the average industrial wage next year will pay 14 per cent or €11.50
per week less tax as a result of the changes in this Budget. There are also
increases in the band for single and widowed parents. Altogether, 52,100
taxpayers will be taken off the higher rate of tax.
There are a number of specific tax reliefs in the tax system for the aged, the
disabled and for widows. The income tax exemption limits for those aged 65
or over are being raised by €1,000 single and €2,000 married to bring them to
€16,500 and €33,000 per year respectively. The other income tax changes I am
announcing today, combined with this, will remove over 66,000 incomeearners from the tax net. This includes 4,700 elderly who will be removed
from the tax net.
The tax credit for an incapacitated child is being doubled to €1,000 per year.
The blind person’s tax credit is being increased to €1,000 single per year. The
tax credit for a widowed parent in the first five years after bereavement is being
increased by €200 in each year and the widowed person’s credit is being
increased to €400 per year.
Health Levy Threshold
The 2 per cent health levy currently applies to those earning over €356 per
week. I am providing for a substantial increase in this threshold to €400 per
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week, an increase of almost 12½ per cent. This will be of particular benefit to
the 95,200 persons concerned.
The total cost of these income tax and levy changes in a full year is €682
million, more than double last year’s total.
Tax Reliefs
The debate on tax reliefs has attracted much comment in recent weeks. In any
such debate we must be clear which reliefs we are talking about. Firstly, many
tax reliefs are in fact inherent in the tax system and others lessen the burden on
taxpayers with specific payments or expenses. This is the case for example
with mortgage interest relief, medical expenses relief and pension
contributions.
Secondly, other normal reliefs allow for the expenses of business, such as
depreciation, interest and accumulated trade losses. If they did not, the real
cost to business of capital investment would not be provided for, and business
and employment would suffer. One can limit the potential for abuse of these
reliefs, as this Government has done, but it is not appropriate to eliminate
them.
The great bulk of the €8 billion or so cost of the major tax reliefs generally
referred to in recent public discourse falls into those categories which are used
by ordinary taxpayers and businesses.
Finally, there are those reliefs included in the €8 billion which were designed
to incentivise economic and social development. The annual cost of these
reliefs has been tentatively estimated by the Chairman of the Revenue
Commissioners in recent evidence to a Dáil Committee as in the order of €200
million per year.
These include the series of property reliefs which were introduced, broadened
and enhanced by Governments of all shades in the past. This was done for
good reasons at the time, to regenerate the economy and the many parts of our
cities and towns which were affected by recession and had poor economic
prospects. Such schemes and initiatives were not the preserve of just one
particular Government. We can see clear examples of where they have
succeeded, particularly in regenerating town and city centres and areas in need
of development.
Despite supporting many of these reliefs, there are those who seem unhappy
when people with the capacity to use them have in fact done so, which is not a
consistent stance to take.
My aim is to seek to improve the equity of the tax system taking into account
the social and economic benefit of reliefs in delivering investment in housing,
enterprise, urban and rural renewal, tourism, films and health facilities.
Because of the complex nature of this issue, the interaction of such reliefs with
economic activity and the unintended consequences that untimely action may
have for investment, I want to ensure that I take the time necessary to strike a
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careful and considered balance in what I do. For the successful operation of
such schemes and to achieve the common good, we need to ensure the right
balance is achieved between the benefit to the investor and the good of the
community.
I believe the time is now right to conduct a full review of these incentive
reliefs, in particular to evaluate in detail their impact and how they are
operating in practice. My preference is for a complete and comprehensive
reform of the system rather than a piecemeal approach. For this reason, I have
directed my Department, together with the Revenue Commissioners, to
undertake a thorough evaluation of the effect of all relevant incentive reliefs
and exemptions and to bring forward proposals which would achieve the
balance I have referred to. I am now making it clear that I intend to include
appropriate follow-up measures in next year’s Budget.
Those using this particular group of reliefs, therefore, should realise that the
concept of unlimited or unrestricted reliefs is no longer viable or acceptable to
the general tax-paying public in current-day economic circumstances. I want to
make sure that everyone makes an appropriate contribution to the State.
I wish to confirm to the House that the termination dates for various schemes
laid down previously in this year’s Finance Act remain unchanged.
I have no problem in maintaining justifiable reliefs and extending them, where
appropriate, including in the particular cases that I turn to now.
Stamp Duty Relief for First-Time House-Buyers
I am very aware of the difficulties that many first-time buyers face in their
efforts to get onto the property ladder. To assist first-time buyers of secondhand houses, I am providing today for a significant reduction in stamp duty for
them. Full details are set out in the Budget Summary.
As a result of this, there will be no stamp duty on first-time purchasers of
second-hand houses up to €317,500 in value and reduced rates on such
purchases up to €635,000. This new exemption threshold is above the national
average price for second-hand houses and is above what the average first-time
buyer pays for a second-hand house anywhere in the State. Examples of the
savings involved are given in the Budget Summary.
Rent Relief
I am conscious that those living in private rented accommodation also face
costs. A tax allowance is currently available at the standard rate for rent
payments of up to €1,270 per year for a single person under 55, and €2,540 per
year for those over 55, with double the amounts for widowed and married
persons. I propose to increase these to €1,500 and €3,000 per year respectively
for single persons and €3,000 and €6,000 for married and widowed persons. I
know that this substantial increase in tax relief will be welcomed by those
living in rented accommodation.
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This package includes guaranteed additional current spending of almost €600
million. The Government has also agreed to allocate €300 million out of the
revised capital envelopes to which I referred earlier to these high-priority
disability services. Further details are provided in the Budget Summary.
The bulk of the new funding package will go to the health sector where it will
be invested in services for persons with an intellectual disability and those with
autism, services for persons with physical or sensory disabilities and mental
health services. It will focus, in particular, on the provision of extra residential,
respite and day places, extra home support and personal assistance, and extra
places in community based mental health facilities.
Together with the 2005 funding, it is estimated that, by the end of 2009:
 over 4,500 extra residential, respite and day places will be provided for
persons with an intellectual, physical or sensory disability or autism
 about 600 persons with intellectual disability or autism will be
transferred out of psychiatric hospitals and other inappropriate
placements
 about 1.2 million extra hours of home support and personal assistance
will be provided for persons with physical or sensory disabilities and
 400 new places will be provided in community based mental health
facilities.
The balance of the 2006 – 2009 disability funding package is being allocated
between four other Departments or Offices.
These resources will be used to:
 enhance education services for adults with disabilities and expand preschool provision
 support projects which demonstrate an innovative and cost-effective
approach to service provision and
 improve accessibility to public buildings and amenities.
Details on this are set out in the Budget Summary.
As far as the 2005 allocations for these four Departments or Offices are
concerned:
 the allocation for the Department of Education & Science already
includes an extra €5.5 million
 the capital envelopes for the Department of the Environment, Heritage
& Local Government and the OPW include €10 million and €5 million,
respectively and
 I am today providing an extra €3 million for the Department of Justice,
Equality & Law Reform.
What I am dealing with today are certain high-priority services. However, I
want to make it clear that other disability services will also continue to be dealt
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with as a normal part of the annual estimates process and will receive extra
funding going forward as overall budgetary circumstances permit.
My strong view, based on my experience as Minister for Health, is that the
disability programme was for many years at the end of the queue for resources.
It did not benefit from the type of professional lobbying and support which the
acute hospital and primary care programmes traditionally got from strong,
organised interests in the health services. Families of people with disabilities
had their hands full simply trying to cope. Nor did it attract the same level of
public attention as issues such as waiting lists, medical cards, etc. Instead, most
of the running had to be made by voluntary organisations. The National
Disability Strategy shows a clear political focus by this Government on
addressing the needs of the disability sector in a very concrete and specific
manner. We also need to build on the existing partnership between the
statutory health service structure, the voluntary service providers, and people
with a disability and the voluntary organisations representing them. It is
absolutely essential now that all those concerned work together to ensure that
those most in need get the improved services they require.
The funding package which I am announcing today and the services which will
be provided as a result, represent a considerable and guaranteed advance in the
support available to people with a disability. The extra service capacity will
meet in a very substantial way the needs which are projected to arise over those
years and will make a real difference to the lives of people with a disability and
their families. Today’s actions give the lie to those who claim that this
Government is indifferent to the needs of some of the most vulnerable
members of our society.
Conclusion
Before concluding, I would like to comment on the budgetary process itself.
The policy decisions we take here today impact on ordinary people’s lives.
That much is very clear.
As I said at the outset, I have seen twenty Budgets in this House. There have,
however, been important recent changes in how the process evolves.
We now publish three year economic and fiscal programmes in the EU
Stability Programme Updates included in the Budget booklet. We have moved
to multi-annual capital budgets which allow us to focus more clearly on the
reasons why we are investing and what we expect from such investment.
Every Department of Government now publishes regular Statements of
Strategy setting out what it is they are seeking to do.
What is missing, in my view, is a constructive debate on, and examination of,
all this material as part of the policy formation process. I am open to
considering with the House how we can make improvements in the situation,
while retaining the right and duty of the Government to direct and manage the
budgetary process. I hope that I am taken up on this offer.
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There is a general consensus that Ireland has a bright future. We can grow our
economy to give us the resources we require to meet the needs and aspirations
of our citizens.
This requires balanced, consistent policies, seeking fairness in the distribution
of resources and efficiency in the delivery of public services.
This Budget:
 radically improves the funding for and delivery of services for the
disabled
 increases social welfare rates by well above the rate of inflation
 frees those on the minimum wage from income tax
 seeks to reinforce the equity of the tax system through the plan of
reform I outlined earlier
 keeps inflation low to help those on lower incomes, and
 enhances our capital spending to improve our public services.
This Budget shows the clear commitment of this Government to a fairer
sharing of the resources for some of the most vulnerable of our citizens.
This Budget shows our commitment to improved public services which deliver
value for money services to all our citizens.
It demonstrates our determination to invest in our community, our
infrastructure and our future.
I strongly contend that the Budget, the country and its future are in safe hands
with this Government.
There is more to come in the next two Budgets to be presented to this House.
This Budget is my first instalment.
I commend the Budget to the House.
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Business Planning Review
Meeting with MAC
19 November 2004
Budget and Economic Division (1)

- ISSUES NOTE –

The work of Budget and Economic Division (1) falls into two distinct areas –
Budget and Economy.

Reporting to Dermot Mulligan
-

Fiscal Policy and Budget Coordination

-

Tax Forecasting and Analysis

-

EU Budgetary Reporting

-

Budgetary aspects of EFC

-

Stability and Growth Pact

-

Social Partnership

Reporting to Barra O’Murchadha

DOF01B10

-

Economic Forecasting and Analysis

-

Prices and Competitiveness

-

Labour Market and International Economy

-

Domestic Sectoral Analysis

-

Long-term, structural reform and modelling
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1. Budget Sections - 5 AP units working to Dermot Mulligan.
Some of the main issues arising in the next 12 months are set out below.
Budget: In the short term Budget 2005 will have to be brought to a
conclusion. It will then be steered through the EU budgetary surveillance
process. Next spring the content of the Budget Strategy Memorandum for
Government and Budget 2006 will fall to be considered. This will need to
have regard to any developments in the basic fiscal framework that we have
operated within over the last five years (the SGP) and changes in the
prevailing policy environment, including the prospective outcome of the
negotiation of a successor agreement to Sustaining Progress.
The possible broader development of multi-annual budgeting into the current
budget (recommended by the IMF), unified budgeting (raised by the
opposition) and the possible coordination of Budget processes under the SGP
(EU budget semester) will remain topical in 2005.
EU Budgetary and Economic Policy: Participation in EU discussions in
particular on EU Commission’s SGP reform proposals, the mid-term Review
of Lisbon Agenda and setting Broad Economic Policy Guidelines will continue.
The Commission proposals for SGP reform contain many elements that may
be of interest to us but it remains unclear whether agreement can be reached
among all MS on a meaningful package of amendments to the SGP. There
are potential implications for budgetary timetables, processes and the
underlying fiscal stance permissible within the Pact. If agreement is reached
the amending regulation would create significant additional work.
Tax Forecasting: There is an ongoing process of developing our knowledge
of the drivers of tax revenue performance. This has been done in conjunction
with Revenue and utilising the ESRI where possible. Adjustments have been
made to how we forecast some tax heads. However, progress has been
substantially constrained by the very limited resources that Revenue has been
able to devote to assisting us in this. It is anticipated that this may improve
somewhat with the recent recruitment of an Economist and a Statistician in
Revenue.
Substantive tax revenue issues that will have a significant impact on
forthcoming forecasting rounds include the 2006/7 ending of the SSIA scheme
with the positive impact of the exit tax on savings, the ending of the
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Exchequer contribution to SSIAs and the ending of the CT cash flow gain from
the change to a current year basis.
EU Budgetary Reports and Accounting: Maastricht budget reporting will
continue as will the monitoring of GGB/GGD treatment of various issues at EU
level including e.g. assumption of public pension liabilities etc. We have no
outstanding statistical issues or disputes with Eurostat on the public finances.
Local authority borrowing and the absence of reliable and timely data remains
a concern – revisions to the budget balance in this sector remain
unacceptably large. The DoELG are seeking a substantial upward revision in
the limit. This is a complex issue but given the profound weaknesses in the
financial data for the sector any easing of the limit would seem to be
inappropriate at this juncture.
Social Partnership, NESC & ESRI: The forthcoming NESC strategy report
may be more problematic in the context of recent views expressed by social
partners on budgetary and taxation policy in particular.
The ESRI is to be
the subject of an Expenditure Review in Q1 of 2005. The Review will have to
address the shortcomings observed of the previous review in 1997, the
Exchequer contribution of €2.9m in 2004 and the public interest value
delivered for that money.

2. Economic Sections - 5 AP units working to Barra O’Murchadha.
Some of the main issues arising in the next 12 months are set out below.
There are a number of items that will have implications for the prospects of
the macro-economy over the next couple of years including an easing of new
housing output, the impact of the maturing of SSIA, oil prices and €/$
exchange rate.
Housing Construction: The construction sector is of major significance to
the economy, disproportionately so given the historic levels of output of recent
years – an estimated 80,000 units in 2004. In 2003 it made up 10% of GNP
and 11% of total employment.
The prospective reduction in housing output has significant implications for
growth, employment, taxes and the estimation of the CABB. Roughly
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speaking in 2005 each 1% drop in the volume of new house construction
reduces economic growth by 0.1%. Going hand in hand with the issue of a
prospective fall in output is the issue of the sustainability of price.
Special Savings Investment Accounts: The SSIAs will begin to mature in
May 2006 with the bulk of the money being freed up in April 2007 (42.6% of
the total). As the total value of the accounts is estimated to be some €15
billion the maturing SSIAs has the potential to have a major impact on the
economy (and the financial system) in 2006, 2007 and perhaps 2008.
There is little research in this area and what there is could not be relied on as
a good indicator of likely outcomes. The range of views assume that up to
76% (€11.4 billion) will be consumed (Goodbody) to the EU Commission who
believe that the impact will be negligible. It will be an important part of our
work to clarify our thinking on these issues and to refine the range of possible
scenarios.
Oil Prices: 2004 has seen greater volatility in oil prices since the early 1990’s.
Our Budget 2004 economic projections assumed oil prices of $28 per barrel.
For a significant period oil has traded well above this level exceeding $50 for a
period (now eased back towards $40). Analysis of a sustained rise in oil
prices of $10 per barrel estimates that growth would be lowered by around
0.5% in the next year. Our assumption is for an annual average cost of $45
dollars a barrel in 2005. The risk on oil may be easing particularly as the $
has weakened against the € but this presents its own difficulties.
Exchange rates: The early months of 2004 saw the € appreciate strongly
against the $ before easing back towards the rates underpinning the 2004
forecasts. However, the € has begun to appreciate again, in particular in the
aftermath of the US Presidential election, and this may continue on foot of
continuing concerns over the US twin deficits. A current account deficit of
5.4% of GDP this year makes the prospect of depreciation a real possibility
with consequences for global demand. Similarly the reduction or elimination
of the fiscal deficit implies reduced expenditure or increased taxes – these
would reduce US household consumption with negative effects on US and
world growth. A sustained appreciation of 10% against the dollar could reduce
growth by ¼%.
International Surveillance of the Irish Economy: The level of external
surveillance of the Irish economy is considerable. It includes the EU (SGP,
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Cardiff, BEPG, Lisbon etc), IMF Article IV, OECD and visits from four ratings
agencies each year. The IMF delivered a substantially positive report on
Ireland this month and we are in discussions with them on the possibility of
moving to a 24 month cycle – progress is slow. The OECD review of Ireland
has been put back to January 2006 – mission and preparations in Q3 of 2005.
Labour Market Developments: A particular issue that will need to be
monitored is construction employment which is currently well above historical
levels and this can be anticipated to fall back as new house output unwinds
(see above). Some work has been done on the public service “pay gap” as set
out in the O’Leary/Boyle paper that addresses Benchmarking. This is at an
early stage and it is intended to develop it further next year.
Competitiveness: As the Department highlights the key economic challenge
as the need maintain competitiveness this has been brought under one AP
(with obvious overlaps with others). A coordinated view is necessary given
the wide range of items that impact on national competitiveness ranging from
macro-indicators (wages, prices, productivity, exchange rates) to micro
indicators (price of telecoms etc.) As such it is not possible to construct an
overall single measure of competitiveness. Nonetheless, we continue to
monitor developments in macro and micro indicators and the various
international league tables as they are published.
Other Issues: There is currently no modelling capability in the area – we are
in the process of recruiting a new econometrician for this work.

3. Restructuring the Divisions Work
The area is being restructured to better fit business needs and to facilitate the
addressing the issues set out above.
A revised organisation chart with associated responsibilities is attached and
the business plan will be brought in line with the new structure in the 2005
round of planning.
The main changes involve separating the Economic and Budget functions, to
bring greater clarity to work and responsibilities, and bringing all staff into one
location for the first time since 1996, to facilitate closer team working on the
economic side.
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The budget area is largely unchanged. The main differences have been to
enhance the staffing of the “EFC” area to address the increased
 budgetary surveillance requirements of the enlarged EU, and
 demands of SGP reform as being currently rolled out by the
Commission.
The “social partnership”, ESRI and NESC coordination functions have been
moved into the budget area as they were a very poor fit on the economic side.
On the economic side, there has been a progressive and ongoing move to a
structure that is more team than section orientated because of the
interdependence of activity. The main areas or responsibility cover macroforecasting, international, structural/medium/longer term and sectoral analysis.
A key business issue for the Division is the development of the appropriate
skills mix consistent with broader business needs. Much of the work is
specialist or technical in nature. The successful reorganisation of the area
(one that delivers greater technical capacity to match business challenges)
will importantly rely on initiatives such as
 Secondment of economists from elsewhere in the public service.
 Secondment of a CSO statistician to facilitate better understanding of
national accounts and sampling techniques for tax forecasting.
 Pursuit of direct recruitment options where skill “gaps” arise.
 Use of opportunities to develop our own specialists through the piloting
post-graduate education in lieu of the traditional AO year out.
 Development of applied training modules where specific technical
expertise is absent.
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Works to John McCarthy on prices/inflation
Works to Sharon Daly on Forecasting
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Business Planning Review - 6 May 2005
Budget and Economic Division (1)
-

ISSUES NOTE –

1. Economic Sections working to Barra O’Murchadha.
Economic Forecasting & Analysis (Sharon Daly [AP]; Kate Levey)
At this stage work has commenced on the first round of forecasting for the BSM. The
issues highlighted in November 2004 still stands and are ongoing, in particular the
impact of reduced private residential output on our economic growth prospects, the
release of SSIA funds into the economy and the uncertainties in the international
environment.
A number of new issues also arise. It has become increasingly evident over the last
two years that there is a need to simplify the forecasting rounds. The number of
forecasts produced annually is being rationalised to 4 per annum (BSM, ERO, BSM 2
and Budget Day). This is in an effort to bring more clarity for Central Budget Section
and Central Section in particular. We are frequently asked for updates to different
parts of the forecasts and this can create confusion.
Changing the ERO to a multi-annual basis will provide a challenge for the section.
The Department currently only publishes multi annual forecasts once a year at
Budget time. Consequently we are out of step with other commentators, the ESRI
and Central Bank publish quarterly forecasts and the Commission and OECD publish
bi-annually. Moving to a multi-annual basis will increase the workload associated
with the ERO as both the format and content must change to become an update of
the SPU.
However, as we are frequently comparing Budget forecasts which are months out of
date with updated forecasts from domestic and international commentators a multiannual ERO would be most useful from a briefing point of view. There may be some
difficulty when dealing with “Government” in the forecast as the estimates process
will not have been finalised when the ERO is published. An explicit assumption
regarding Government consumption would need to be agreed.
International Economy & Labour Market (Orla O’Brien [AP], Scline Scott, Patrick Mullane1)
As indicated at the last review the level of external surveillance of the Irish economy
is considerable (as is our commitments to EU and OECD committees – see Annex
1). The section is actively engaged in trying to build and manage relations on an on
going basis. The IMF Article IV Mission spans the period 5-16 May. The key issues
from our point of view are (a) a good report and (b) to make substantive progress on
moving to 24 month cycle
As regards the OECD, the EDRC review process starts in September with a formal
examination in Paris 24 January 2006 and a report March 2006. Ireland is the EDRC
examiner for Greece currently – next examination is on 24 May. We are favourably
disposed to a request from the UK to swap for the Netherlands from 2007.
The Monthly Economic Bulletin was redesigned and relaunched in April with an
extensive “mail-shot” – the revised version has been well received.
1
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As regards Labour Market Issues, migration is becoming much more important as
we go forward. We have participated in workshops in relations to a NESC
commissioned report. Increased focus will be necessary on the down-stream
congestion effects of large scale migration. Childcare is likely to be a Budget / Pay
talks issue as usual and we will be inputting to the Group established by MAC. A
particular issue is construction employment which is currently well above historical
levels and this can be anticipated to fall back as new house output unwinds.
On the Global economy, the position remains favourable but risks have heightened
(oil prices & imbalances) since Autumn 2004. Some evidence of slowing consumer
spending in the US but forecast is for a still strong 3.5%. The performance of the EU
remains disappointing with indications of easing consumer spending in UK and
France so far in Q1 but Germany sees a fall in unemployment.
Investment, Construction and Sectoral Analysis (Marie Mackle [AP]; Eddie Tierney)
As indicated elsewhere the construction sector remains the major issue for this
section. It is of major significance to the economy, disproportionately so given the
historic levels of output of recent years – an estimated 77,000 units in 2004. The
prospective reduction in housing output has significant implications for growth,
employment, taxes and the estimation of the CABB.
Roughly speaking in 2005 each 1% drop in the volume of new house construction
reduces economic growth by 0.1%. Going hand in hand with the issue of a
prospective fall in output is the issue of the sustainability of price. There appears to
be evidence that prices are easing and that credit growth for the purpose of housing
has at least levelled off.
The section has identified the need to explore data sources and development of
analysis of non-residential construction as a priority. Data is more limited in this area
and up to now. Non-residential construction accounts for about half of construction
output so it is worth devoting time to. The recent memo for Government concerning
NESC recommendations on housing may require further study of housing policy on
foot of decisions taken will take place during the year. On other areas, the prospects
for manufacturing employment and output compared with those in the services sector
will be examined
Prices and Competitiveness (John McCarthy [economist]; Con Creedon)
The issues identified in the last review remain important. 2004/5 has seen greater
volatility in oil prices since the early 1990’s. Our Budget 2005 economic projections
assumed oil prices of $45 per barrel. For most of this year oil has traded well above
this. Analysis of a sustained rise in oil prices of $10 per barrel estimates that growth
would be lowered by around 0.5% in the next year. The risk on oil may partly
mitigated by the $ weakening against the €.
The early months of 2005 saw the € appreciate strongly against the $ before easing
back recently towards (but still well above) the rates underpinning the 2005 forecasts.
A sustained appreciation of 10% against the dollar could reduce growth by ¼%.
In the context of the imminent maturing of SSIAs from May 2006, the section is
providing the secretariat to the Long Term Savings Group (LTSG). This is a
departmental group charged with preparing a report for end May 2005 for the MAC
on long term savings policy in Ireland. The LTSG is covering issues such as; long
term savings rates and patterns in Ireland and other developed economies, savings
via pensions, savings by teenagers and younger earners including mechanisms to
encourage savings amongst these groups, and the impact of SSIA’s on savings
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behaviour and the economy. The IMF will present a paper next during their visit on
saving in Ireland which may provide an interesting external perspective on the issues
Structural Reform, Long-term & Modelling (Loretta O’Sullivan (economist), John Howlin2)
This unit has just been established. Role profile and issues need to be fleshed out.
2. Budget Sections working to [vacancy].
Fiscal Policy and Budget Coordination (Brian Finn [AP], Aoife O’ Sullivan, John Uhlemann)
The timetable for the BSM/Budget has been developed jointly with PED. The
structure and content of the BSM 2006-2008 is being considered. This will need to
have regard to the changes to the SGP, the impact of the costs of the nursing home
charges, the prospective outcome of the negotiation of a successor agreement to
Sustaining Progress and a new NDP
Budget reform will remain a priority concern. While current proposals, circulated in
the draft memorandum, do not envisage change until 2006 significant preparatory
work will be needed. In this regard as part of the proposed enhancement of
parliamentary involvement steps will be necessary to ensure the quality of the
published budget material to be used in the scrutiny of the SPU in early 2006 and
inclusion of quality data on budgetary aggregates in the revised SPU/ERO in
September.
Ongoing work is necessary to ensure the requirements of the Official Languages Act
are complied with. Data development aimed at upgrading existing holdings and
developing new sources.
SGP, EFC, EU Budgetary/Economic Policy (Ronnie Downes [AP]; Eve Francis)
Agreement on reforming the Stability and Growth Pact was endorsed by the Spring
European Council, in March 2005 to improve budgetary flexibility to enable the
struggling Eurozone economies more time to correct their high deficits; to improve
the focus on consolidating budgets in good economic times and to enable Member
States with low debt and high potential growth (such as Ireland) more budgetary
freedom of movement over the economic cycle. This change of orientation will be
integrated into BSM
This is not without risk. If the reforms are interpreted as a weakening of the Pact
there is a danger that the pressure for responsible budgetary policies will diminish
with the attendant risk of higher interest rates. On the domestic front, there is a risk
that the budgetary freedom of movement could be misinterpreted as creating a new,
looser target for fiscal policy, without regard to prevailing economic circumstances.
The challenge will be to manage expectations in this area in a realistic and
responsible manner - a draft Memorandum on these issues is with the Minister.
In terms of Budgetary Surveillance under the Stability and Growth Pact, at present,
ten Member States are subject to the Excessive Deficit Procedure: four Eurozone
MSs (Germany, France, Greece, the Netherlands); six of the new Member States
(Czech, Cyprus, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovakia); and in addition, Portugal, Italy
and the United Kingdom are close to (or in some cases above) the 3% Treaty limit,
and EDP procedures are expected to be initiated soon in at least the first two cases.

2
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2005 will be busy year for the budgetary surveillance and correction procedures
under the Pact.
Tax Forecasting (Donal Murtagh [AP]; Alan Mahon)
There is an ongoing process of developing our knowledge of the drivers of tax
revenue and the monitoring and analysis of ongoing performance. This is being
done in conjunction with Revenue. In the last 6 months we have engaged
successfully with the new Revenue Strategic Research Branch to progress work.
A characteristic of the last two years has been the fact that the majority of tax
revenue surpluses have come from minor taxes rather than the big four. This gives
rise to issue of sustainability going forward. This is leading to a shift of emphasis in
our developmental work away from the big four. In addition to an ongoing sampling
exercise on Income tax and a review of corporation tax, we are encouraging
Revenue to look at CGT and Stamps, initially regarding the quality of the data.
As regards the forthcoming forecasting rounds, the ending of the SSIA scheme with
the positive impact of the exit tax on savings, the ending of the Exchequer
contribution to SSIAs and the ending of the CT cash flow gain from the change to a
current year basis.
Maastricht and GG Issues: (Margaret O’Donnell [AP]; Ciaran Judge [Stat]; Sandra Crowley)
Maastricht budget reporting will continue as will the monitoring of GGB/GGD
treatment of various issues at EU level including. We have no outstanding statistical
issues or disputes with Eurostat on the public finances.
Analysis of the GGB implications of major expenditure/revenue proposals is ongoing,
e.g. the nursing home charges repayment issue. Four possible accounting options
are being examined with the CSO at this point. We are committed to give a view in
the September Maastricht return on our proposed accounting treatment.
Local authority borrowing and the absence of reliable and timely data remains a
concern – revisions to the budget balance in this sector remain unacceptably large.
The DoELG continue to seek a substantial upward revision in the limit despite
running a balanced or surplus in each of the last two years. This is a complex issue
but given the profound weaknesses in the financial data for the sector any easing of
the limit would seem to be inappropriate at this juncture.
Along with the CSO, we are contributing to a package of EU statistical reforms,
including a new Council regulation giving Eurostat greater powers to examine the
quality of data underpinning the EDP (Maastricht) reporting tables – fallout from the
Greek experience. We have taken a strong line on this issue. The package is due to
be finalised by June 2005. Consideration is being given to the treatment of
“Government” in the context of a proposed 3 year ERO.
BEPG’s Lisbon and Social Partnership: (Joe Kirwan [AP]; Colm O’Connor)
The section has a co-ordination function in relation to issues arising for the
Department on the NESC Strategy process, and, as may arise and is also
contributing to the PO Group on the NESC Strategy and issues likely to arise for the
forthcoming partnership talks.
The ESRI expenditure review of the grant-in-aid is currently under way and is
targeted for completion by 30 June 2005.
The report will focus on the objectives
and the outputs of the grant in aid; the scope for alternative policy, organisational or
funding approaches; public interest and value for money aspects; and the question of
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performance indicators, monitoring and control arrangements for future Exchequer
funding of the Institute.
The question of a service level agreement with the ESRI,
underpinned by performance criteria, is being examined.
On foot of the recent Lisbon review, the Commission has adopted Integrated
Guidelines designed to achieve greater policy consistency in the BEPGs and
Employment Guidelines.
In line with the new governance arrangements, member
states will be required to submit three-year national reform programmes in autumn
2005 indicating how they propose to implement the Integrated Guidelines.
These
are intended to bring together within a single summary document all the existing
national reports which are relevant to the Lisbon strategy. This includes the national
reports on employment (ET&E), the Cardiff Report on economic reforms (Finance),
sectoral reports covered by the open method of co-ordination (ET&E), and national
strategic plans in relation to Structural and Cohesion Fund expenditure (Finance).
Preparation of the annual Stability Programme Update will continue unchanged
under the new arrangements and will be undertaken in the pre-Budget period. The
section also provides briefing on the Convergence Programme Updates of 13
countries. The section will have a continuing involvement in servicing the Regulation
issue at Committee and Council level. As things stand, there is no Irish involvement
in the pilot projects on Administrative Burden. The main role on Regulatory Reform
rests with the Competitiveness Council.
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Annex 1

EU COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS
Economic Policy Committee
Council Working Party on Statistics
EFC Sub-committee on Statistics
Quality of Public Finances
Short Term Economic Forecasting
Ageing and Sustainability
Output Gap
Labour Market
Wage Developments

} recently merged
}

Country Review Group (Cardiff)
Breugal (European Economics Institute)

OECD COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS
Economic Policy Committee
Senior Budget Officials Group
Macro-economic and Structural Policy Group
Short Term Economic Prospects Group
EDRC (Country examiner for Greece)
Country Review Examination

FORMAL COUNTRY REVIEW/MISSIONS TO IRELAND
International Monetary Fund (annual – two week duration)
OECD (bi-annual review with annual missions)
EU Commission (2 per annum; new “Lisbon” mission being introduced)
Credit Rating Agencies (annual x 4)
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3. Banking and Debt Distress
Banking is built on trust. But reckless lending by – and to – Irish banks during the property boom,
encouraged by an irresponsible Government that put its election prospects over the stability of the Irish
economy, means that Irish banks have lost the trust of depositors, investors and society at large.
And the response of the banks and the Government to the crisis has made matters worse. Committing €100
billion of taxpayers’ money to the banks so that they can repay their foreign debts while starving the Irish
economy of credit has made the recession far deeper than it needed to be.
The current IMF-EU bail-out plan signed has not – and will not – restore confidence in Ireland, because at
its heart is a commitment to continue the failed banking policies of the present Government.
A Fine Gael Government will make our banking system an engine of economic recovery by restoring public
and market confidence in its financial health, management competence and ethical integrity.

3.1	A Fairer Sharing of the Cost of Restructuring and Funding Irish
Banks
Re-negotiating the EU-IMF Programme of Support: Borrowing up to €25 billion in additional funds from
the EU / IMF at 5.8% to cover additional bank losses from fire-sales of loans and other bank assets at rockbottom prices, as this Government has agreed, will push Irish Government debt towards unsustainable
levels and hinder economic recovery, threatening the stability of the entire euro area.
A Fine Gael Government will seek a mandate from the Irish people to renegotiate a more credible, fairer
package that is better for Ireland and Europe.
A Transparent Assessment of the Capital Needs of Irish Banks: We will defer further recapitalisations
of Irish banks until the completion of the Prudential Capital Assessment Review, which is expected to be
available within weeks of the formation of a new Government. It makes sense to know the size of the
hole in the banks before committing further taxpayer resources. This might also make it possible for the
stronger banks to reduce the taxpayers’ exposure by raising private capital.
European Support for Bank Recapitalisation: We will seek to re-negotiate the terms of reference of the
European Financial Stability Fund (EFSF) and / or European Financial Stability Mechanism (EFSM) to allow
them to take equity stakes in systemically important European banks, such as AIB and Bank of Ireland. A
similar option is that Ireland could buy “insurance” from the EU against the risk that losses in Irish banks
will be significantly greater than projected under the PCAR exercise.
Agreed Procedures for Restructuring the Debts of Troubled Banks: Fine Gael in Government will force
certain classes of bond-holders to share in the cost of recapitalising troubled financial institutions. This will
be done unilaterally for the most junior bondholders (owners of preference shares, sub-ordinated debt
and similar instruments), but could be extended – as part of a European-wide framework – for senior debt,
focusing on insolvent institutions like Anglo Irish and Irish Nationwide that have no systemic importance.
A More Sustainable Funding Solution for Irish Banks: Irish banks need to shrink their balance sheets
to reduce their dependence on volatile non-deposit funding sources. We will seek to collaborate with U.S.
regulatory authorities to collate the dollar assets of Irish banks (up to $50 billion) that could be used as
security to secure funding from the U.S. Federal Reserve.
Long-Term EU Funding for Irish Banks: Rather than selling assets at fire-sale prices with the losses
covered by already over-stretched Irish taxpayers, we will negotiate with the EU/ECB to fund – on a
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longer-term basis – the transfer at par value of relatively-secure Irish bank loan books – such as tracker
mortgages – into a “warehouse” or Special Purpose Vehicle. This might involve the EU funds buying longterm bonds to fund such entities. This would shrink the Irish banks to a size where they can fund most of
their remaining loan books through deposits, helping to address market concerns about their long-term
liquidity position.

3.2	Re-Building a Competitive, Well-Managed, Privately-Owned
Banking System
Putting the Government Back in Charge of Restructuring the Banking Sector: We will establish and
staff with the necessary expertise a new banking policy division in the Department of Finance to manage,
from one central point, the efforts of the Central Bank, the NTMA and the banks’ management themselves
to repair the Irish banking system.
Promoting New Leadership and Management in the Banks: A Fine Gael Government will accelerate
the replacement of directors and senior managers in the Irish banks. To expedite this change-over we will
openly construct a pool of globally experienced, turn-around managers and directors to be inserted into
key executive and non-executive positions in banks receiving taxpayer support.
Banks Should Squeeze Their Costs before Their Customers: The cost-income ratios of AIB and Bank
of Ireland are still out of line with comparable European banks. A Fine Gael Government will direct any
mortgage provider in receipt of State support to present it with a plan within 100 days of coming into
Office of how it intends to cut its wage bill and other costs – over and above existing plans – in a fair
manner by a sufficient amount to forego a 25 basis point increase on their variable rate mortgages. This
plan should include a new, lower pay cap for senior staff and a verifiable commitment to suspend all bonus
payments until the banks are no longer in receipt of State support.
Returning Viable Banks to Private Ownership: Fine Gael will complete the sale of EBS to a new, private
owner, and will support the new institution as a lynchpin for building a third force in Irish banking to
compete against AIB and Bank of Ireland in the business and personal banking markets. We will consider
selling AIB to a large, foreign bank in order to bring access to new funding and capital for Irish enterprises,
and to address market concerns about the threat to the national finances from the banking system. We will
seek to retain Bank of Ireland under domestic ownership and control, and will give individual Irish citizens
an option to buy the State’s shares at a strike price that, at the very least, recovers the investment made
by taxpayers.
Shutting Down Dead Banks: Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide have no further role to play in the Irish
economy. A Fine Gael Government will wind up both institutions by the end of 2011, by transferring their
remaining assets and deposits to other financial institutions or other asset recovery vehicles as appropriate.
Further losses incurred in this process will be shared with remaining bondholders.
A Healthy Credit Union Movement: Fine Gael recognises the important role of credit unions as a volunteer
co-operative movement and the distinction between them and other types of financial institutions. In
Government, we will establish a Commission to review the future of the credit union movement and
make recommendations in relation to the most effective regulatory structure for Credit Unions, taking into
account their not-for-profit mandate, their volunteer ethos and community focus, while paying due regard
to the need to fully protect depositors savings and financial stability.

3.3

Supporting New Lending to Firms and Households

Mortgage Lending to First Time Buyers: The housing market will not be recover unless First Time Buyers
have access to mortgage credit to enter the market. Working with the regulatory authorities and the
industry, a Fine Gael Government will encourage new funding for Irish mortgage lending again by drawing
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a line under past practices and creating a new brand or status around the Irish mortgage market that puts
the quality of Irish mortgages beyond any question in international markets. With this aim in mind, and
drawing from best international practice, we will introduce new universal Mortgage Indemnity Insurance
(‘negative equity insurance’) that provides security for prudent lenders and borrowers against future risks
of negative equity.
Making Sure Banks Deliver on their Lending Promises: We will direct the new Credit Review Office to
publish a delivery audit of the commitments by AIB and Bank of Ireland to make available a total of €12
billion in additional lending to small and medium enterprises in 2010 and 2011.
A Partial Business Loan Guarantee to Support Job Creation: To get banks lending again to industry and
entrepreneurs, a Fine Gael Government will implement a temporary, partial credit guarantee scheme that
will provide a level of insurance to the banks against losses on qualifying loans to job-creating firms.
Micro Finance Start-Up Fund: Drawing from funding from the NPRF and private institutional funds, we
will construct a €100 million Microfinance Start-Up Fund which will provide start-up loans and equity
to new businesses. Private not-for-profit organisations like First Step, Chambers of Commerce or Local
Business Units in the City and County Councils could apply for capital from the Fund for investment in local
start-ups, as part of a necessary move away from non-repayable grants.
Financing for High-Tech, High-Potential Firms: We also support the development of a more dynamic,
venture capital industry in Ireland by attracting top-tier venture financing and investment companies to
Ireland, as recommended by the Report of the Innovation Taskforce. To begin, we will seek negotiations
with Silicon Valley Bank to entice it to establish offices in Ireland. We will also fix the regulatory problems
to allow private pension funds to invest more in Irish business.

3.4

Supporting Families and Businesses in Debt Distress

Debt Responsibility: A Fine Gael Government will expect every family and every business to do everything
possible to service their debts, and will not ask others to pay the debts of the reckless and dishonest. A mass
Government-imposed mortgage debt forgiveness scheme would close down new lending for First Time
Buyers and further raise interest rates for families on variable rate mortgages. Where, however, families
and businesses have made best efforts and find themselves unable to service their debts, we will support
them through the recession and help re-integrate them back into the economy.
Helping Families in Mortgage Arrears: We will ensure that funding for the means-tested Mortgage
Interest Supplement scheme can adequately cover families in need by capping the interest charged by
lenders benefitting from this scheme at the ECB base rate plus 1%, or the contracted mortgage rate,
whichever is lower. To improve uniformity of access and speed of processing applications, we will centralise
its administration under our proposed single Payments and Entitlements Service.
Banning Penalty Interest on Re-Structured Mortgages: We will legislate, if necessary, to stop mortgage
lenders charging penalty interest rates (or forcing families to give up their low-cost tracker mortgage rates)
on mortgages that have been rescheduled (i.e. the payment term lengthened) where the borrower has
co-operated with the lender in agreeing a new, sustainable re-payment plan.
Mortgage Interest Relief: We will increase mortgage interest relief to 30% for First Time Buyers in 2004-08
(from the current sliding scale of 20% to 25% depending on the year the mortgage was taken out), financed
in part by bringing forward the abolition of relief for new buyers from June 2011.
Deferred Interest: We will require banks in receipt of State support to give homeowners every chance
to renegotiate the terms of their mortgage to avoid repossession during difficult times. For example,
as recommended by the Mortgage Arrears and Personal Debt Group (November 2010), we will require
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all mortgage lenders to offer distressed home-owners a Deferred Interest Scheme (DIS) that enables
borrowers who can pay at least 66% of their mortgage interest (but less than the full interest) to defer
payment of the unpaid interest for up to five years.
Trading Down: For some mortgage holders that are in negative equity, trading down would produce
a reduction in mortgage debt and more affordable monthly payments. We will work with the Financial
Regulator and the industry to facilitate trading down and “negative equity mortgages” by borrowers in this
situation. Such options would have to be in the customers’ best interest.
Using Pension Savings to Ease Debt Distress: Many middle-aged home-owners and / or owners of
small businesses have generally-funded personal pension schemes, but are facing difficulties in servicing
mortgages or other current financial obligations. A Fine Gael Government will amend pensions legislation
to allowing defined contribution pension savers to access funds early, subject to reasonable limits, to meet
their current business and personal responsibilities (while taxing the draw-downs).
A New Insolvency Regime for the Financially Responsible: Bar the most extreme cases, bankruptcy
reflects the failure of the system. Where common sense is applied to most debtors’ circumstances, there is
no need or point to making someone a bankrupt. The sale of non-essential assets should be a part of any
arrangement made between a debtor and their creditors. Once the ability to provide for creditors from the
income of the debtor through a Debt Settlement Agreement is taken into account and the proceeds from
the sale non-essential assets are distributed there should be no need to go any further in most cases.
But where this is not possible, Irish bankruptcy laws must be updated. They currently are unpractical,
unused, excessively costly and overly penal. A Fine Gael Government will fast-track the reforms needed to
bring us into line with best international standards, focusing on the following elements:
• Reducing the time to discharge from bankruptcy from six years to one for “honest bankrupts”, defined
as one that has materially complied with the Tax, NAMA and Companies Acts among others;
• A Non-Judicial Debt Settlement System that will change bankruptcy from a judicial to an administrative
process, with filings being made with a new Debt Settlement Office within the Courts Service without the
need for legal representation;
• New Commercial Voluntary Arrangements (CVAs), which are legally binding arrangements between
the directors of a company and their creditors (at least 75%) that would protect the debtor from interest
charges and the threat of enforcement during the period of the life of the CVA;
• A Limited Residence and Personal Assets Safe Harbour that will permit a bankrupt to ring fence from
the bankruptcy process ownership of a principal private residence (within limits based on size, value and
family numbers) and specified personal assets not to exceed €40,000 in value; and
• A Prohibition against Discrimination against Discharged Bankrupts to ensure that former bankrupts
are treated fairly in their applications for credit or other services.

3.5

Making NAMA a Credible Vehicle for Recovery

A new Fine Gael Government will make a number of changes to the way NAMA works to help reduce
taxpayer exposures and to kick-start the economy.
Stopping Further Asset Transfers to NAMA: We do not believe that transferring the land and development
loans of Irish banks of less than €20 million to NAMA is in the best interests of the Irish economy, and will
seek a mandate from the Irish people to renegotiate this element of the Programme of Support from the
IMF and EU. As an alternative, we will force Irish banks to take loss provisions against these loans similar
to the haircuts that would have been applied by NAMA. This offers the advantage of forcing the banks to
recognise their potential losses, as well as significant upside potential for new investors in Irish banks. It
also provides a more manageable administrative system for loans of this relatively small scale.
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Kick-Starting the Property Market: Getting the property market functioning properly again is a condition
of strong economic recovery. This will require NAMA to dispose of property assets secured from developers
in default of their loans into the private sector as quickly as possible. We are open to considering new types
of investment vehicles – such as U.S. style Real Estate Investment Trusts – that can help create a new, liquid
investment market in commercial property for Irish pension funds and smaller investors.
Reintroducing Diversity and Competition into the Property Market: We will force NAMA to outsource
management of at least 70% of its assets to 3-4 competing private asset management companies.
Exposing NAMA to Public Scrutiny: A Fine Gael Government will strengthen the transparency of NAMA’s
operations and its management of the assets paid for by the taxpayer. The details of all non-performing
loans acquired by NAMA will be available for scrutiny on a Public Register, including the names of the
creditors, the price paid by the taxpayer for the loans and the actions taken by NAMA to recover the loans.
Persons that have defaulted on loans acquired by NAMA will be banned from ever purchasing any asset
from NAMA.

3.6

Never Again Will Banks Be Allowed to Ransom the Irish State

Punishment for Financial crimes: Fine Gael will ensure that rogue bankers are pursued for their crimes
and that the full rigours of the law will apply to them, and the courts will have the powers necessary to
impose appropriate fines and jail sentences. We will enact a new consolidated and reformed anti-corruption
law to punish white collar crime and end the impunity from consequences for corporate behaviour that
has threatened the economy. We will ensure that the Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement has
sufficient resources to tackle White Collar Crime
Stronger Regulation of Financial Institutions: We will strengthen the financial regulatory regime
by funding the planned increase in staffing levels. We will, before the end of 2011, commission an
independent benchmarking of the quality of Ireland’s reformed banking supervision regime as against
best global practice.
Higher, Loss Absorbing Bank Capital to Protect Taxpayers and Depositors: We will raise core equity
capital requirements for systemically important banks on a permanent basis. This will provide a greater
buffer against banking losses before external intervention is required. To be counted as capital, “hybrid”
debt instruments issued by Irish banks, such as sub-ordinated bonds, must include clear mechanisms for
taking losses, either through write-downs or conversions into equity, without winding down the entire
bank.
Structural Reforms to Make Banking Safer: We will legislate, consistent with emerging EU frameworks in
this area, to give the Financial Regulator additional “bank resolution powers” to take over and wind down
banks that threaten financial stability, with losses being absorbed by investors and bond-holders before
the taxpayer. Fine Gael will consider new legislation to separate more risky, speculative financial activities
from the traditional banking activities of taking deposits and lending to enterprise. Fine Gael will also
intervene directly to stop banks from encouraging risky lending in the way they pay senior executives.
Bank Levy / Dividends: As banks return to profitability and private ownership, we will target additional
contributions from the sector to repay the Irish taxpayer for the cost of the bank bail-outs. Initially, these
contributions will be in the form of dividends, but will over time be restructured into an additional bank
levy on the types of transient funding sources of the Irish banks that have caused so much instability.
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3.7

Strengthening Confidence in Independent Audit of Banks

Public Scrutiny of Audit Firms: To give the Oireachtas and the public confidence that auditors are doing
their job properly, a Fine Gael Government will mandate the Irish Auditing and Accounting Supervisory
Authority (the independent regulator of the audit profession in Ireland) to publish their conclusions from
their annual inspections of individual audit firms in respect of public interest entities.
Shareholder Approval of Auditors: To emphasise the primacy of shareholders, in particular over
management, in the appointment of auditors to financial institutions in receipts of State support, that
audit committee chairpersons be required to propose at each AGM the appointment of the auditor and
to set out their reasons for doing so. We will also make it a standard practice that auditors should answer
questions to shareholders at the Annual General Meeting of public companies. We will also require the
audit committee of banks and other Public Interest Entities to evaluate the effectiveness and competence
of the auditor every three years and set out for shareholders how they have done so.
Regulator Veto over Audit Appointments: For systemically important institutions (e.g. the banks) we will
legislate to give the Financial Regulator a right of veto over the banks’ choice as auditor. We also commit to
implementing other proposals that are finalised at EU level on strengthening the future role of auditors.
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November 2002

Mr Liam O'Donnell
Chief Executir, e
Institute of Prolessional Auctioneers & Valuers
129 Lower Baggot Street
Dublin 2

Dear Mr O'Donnell
The Minister for Finance, Mr Charlie McCreei.y TD, has asked me to acknowledge receipt of
your recent letter and pre-budget submission and to say that the contents will be considered in
the context olthe lorthcoming Budget.

Yours sincerely

Rasenrary Kearney
Hannah O'Riordan
Private Secretary
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An Taoiseach
Bertie Ahem TD

An Tanaiste
Mary Hamey TD
Mr Martin Cullen TD
Minister for the Environment & Local Gove mment

22 November' 2002

Re: Budget 2003 Submission

Dear Minister

On behalfofthe lnstitute ofProfessional Auctioneers & Valuers (IPAV), I wish to make a short
submission for your consideration for Budget 2003, due to be announced on Wednesday, 4
December.

IPAV greatly regrets the decision by you and the Government in the recent Estimates to abolish
the first-time house buyer's grant in its entirety. We feel this is an undue blow to the thousands
ofpeopie wiro iiaw ciLirer booking <ieposirs paici or hope io purchase their tirst home in the near
future.
Many such buyers often use the €3,800 grant as part of their downpayment and consequently are
now in severc financial difficulty as, in many cases, it could take years for them to save this
amount of money. Many use the grant to purchase minimal fumishings for their new home until
they get on their feet while others use it to cover their early mortgage repayments.
As a result ofthis recent meastre, many people may have to cancel their proposed purchases and
have their deposits retumed. We feel this move is most unfair and discriminatory to a very
vulnerable section of the population.

'
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IPAV feels there is now a grave imbalance in the amount ofmoney taken in by the Exchequer in
VAT on new houses and Stamp Duty and the abolition ofthe finttime buyer's grant altogether.
The most recent figures available to us for 2001 confirm that the Exchequer received €912m. in
VAT alone on new houses last year. This is compared to a total payout ofjust €38.7m. in firsttime buyers' grants for the same period.
Our Institute strongly urges you to consider the introduction of a system oftax credits for the
purchasers ofnew and second-hand homes under similar qualifling conditions to those laid down
for the first-time buyer's grant. By adopting such an approach, the Govemment is not running the
risk ofincreasing the price of new or second-hand houses which might happen by, for example,
increasing thr: amount of first-time buyers' grant. The tax credit could be spread over a period of
three to five years.

We urge you to seriously consider such a measure at lhis stage which we feel wouid be prudent
and of major benefit to hard-pressed first-time buyers.
We are available to meet you or your officials at any time to discuss the proposal further.

Z:'

ncerely

d-1""'*/Q

LIAM O'DONNELL

ChiefExecutive
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IRISH AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS INSTITU'I'E
"THE VOICE OI. I-R-ISII PROPERTT"
38 Ml;RRION SQUARII, DUBLIN 2. TELEPHONE: +353 l66l
. m.

il: iDfo@iavi.i.

1794, FAX: +353 r 661 1797
Intc!tr.t: www.i.vi.i.

3'd June 2003

AO'IVJO

Mr Charlic McCrecvyTD
Minister lbr Finance
Drpartmcnt of Finance
Governmcnt Buildings
Upper Mcrrion Street
Dublin 2

Dear Minister,

I enctose for your information copy of the response of the Irish Auctioneers & Valuers lnstitute to
the All-Parry Olreachtas Committee on the Constitution 2002
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Private Properry'

Yours sincerely,
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IAVI President
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Response by The

Irish Auctioneers and Valuers Institute

I

I

to

The All-Party oireachtas committee on the constitution
2002

Private ProPertY

The Irish Auctioneers and Valuers Institute
38 Merrion Square

Dublin

2

30 May 2003
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EXECUTI\'E

S

UNI}I..\RY

'fhe II\VI recognises and is fully supportive of the

r.reed

to balance the rights to

private property with the common good.

of
The IAVI is opposed to constitutional amendments that would reduce the rights
Section
of
a
removal
property owne;s other than an amendment by way of
i+ i.O *iri.f, affords special treatment to religious denominations and educational
institutions which spicial treatment we see no reason for in today's climate'

2

private
The IAVI would advocate an amendment which would extend the rights to
property under Articles 40.3.2 and 43 of the Constitution to bodies corporatc'
i*rt., pu.to"r.hips, limited companies, etc', as the scale ol many property
transactions today requires these t)?e olownership structures'

J

compulsory
The IAVI recommends consolidation of the legislation surrounding
fundamental
the
to
amendment
purchase rights, but is strenuously opposed to any
principle ofcompensation being open market value'

4

which would
The IAVI recommends several procedural changes to the CPO code'
less adversarial and
accelerate the timeline for implementation, make the process
of the Acquiring Authority and those
frovide a better balance between the rights
of the Claimant.

5

land is a residual
The IAVI is absolutely satisfied that the price of building
pay
for the housing
wi]l
irr*,i" of th" p.i"e- which potential purchasers
incidental to'
a"r.top"a on it, llss the costs of development and profit' Cost is

6

rather than a function of, value.

to the generation of
The IAVI is satisfied that the only fundamental solution
stable environment in house prices is a supply based one'

It is clearly evident that the

8

a

in
measures taken by National and Local Govemment
of iuitable building land through the

."."n, y"u., to accelerate the supply
capital gains tax
provision of services, rezoning, giiater densities, a.modest
are now beginning to
iegime and added resources i'-tt'J to'n planning system'
new homes
i"'". n-ri and will result in continued gowth in the annual supply of
over the next three to five Years'

9

10

and the imminent peaking
With the slowdown in the World and Irish economies
for homes will come into
of-our demographic profile, the supply of and demand
years and
*l,hout Go,"mm"nt iniervention' within the next Nvo
"qriim;-*,
g"n.rut. stability in house prices well into the future'

market' such as the removal
Previot-ts Govemment interventions in the housing

of

interestreliefforinvestors,thewitheringofplanningpermissionsaftertwoyears
-Affotdabl"
Housing Provisions' have. ail
und
Social
the
of
introduction
antl the
rather than
increzrsed
gencrated inipedimcnts to supply and thercby unintentionally
stabilised housc Prices.

1l
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to slow dorvn cr
l1cpress house prices (as distinct from measures desigled
comnlon good and
neutralise the raie ol capital appreciation) would not be in the
*crid g"n"ro,. a loss in ,atue and, in some instances possibly' negative equity for
years a situation thal
those i,iho had acquired homes within the last three to four
generally and
.-oufa oniy serye to undermine confidence in the Irish economy
penalise the most vulnerable.
land by
The IAVI sees no concrete evidence of the hoarding of development
lrom
benefiting
ol
developers, builders or speculators for the primary purpose
on the contrary' is that
increased house prices. The experience of LAVI members'
in the process of
most zoned and ierviced land h;ld by builders and developers is
quickly as
U"lng p.og.".tively brought into productive development use as
p"r.iUr!, ftI"rng regard to-the servicing and planning processes and the essential

t2

ti-e,

personn"l and financial resources of the existing owners'

and
ln the event that such hoarding did occur, the IAVI is conscious that State
powers

13

Purchase
Local Authorities already have more than adequate Compulsory
lands' by
a U.i"g forward, to the market a supply of suitably zoned and servicedpassing
the
acquiring it at open rnarlet value and simultaneously
the
minimising
also
"o-friro.ify
land'on to ievelopers, able ani willing to develop it thereby
States financial exPosure.

ofland (in isolation
The IAVI does not subscribe to the principle that the rezoning
of services)
provision
i.rn ,t. provision of infrastructural improvements or the Public Authority
to
a
should give rise to any entitlement by the State or by
place primarily
U"i"..J* levies. It is ihe view of the lnstitute that rezoningfortakes
a particular use' the
i*'to.utionut reasons, the physical suitability of the lands
use strategres'
,,uiu-f p-gr...ion of devllopment and because of optimum land
irri. i, urrJ.onristent with the view of the Kenny Report committee.

t4

the value of development
The IAVI is, in principle, sympathetic to the view that
infrastructure and services
lund i, .ignift"o-ntly enhanced'by the availabrlity of
usually privided by National or Local Authorities'

15

16. It is

Authorities to
enhancement
generated.
11

.

to the view that it would be equitable for those
the
iecoup part of the added value which is attributable to

equallY sympathetic

which those infrastructural

improvements

or

services have

757o of this bettennent rs
However, the LAVI calculates that alreadY, some
taxation and services levics
recouped bY the State and Local Authorities through
as between Propertles
and also notes that thcre is a significant distinctton
purposes
residential
for
develope d for commercial purposes and those

the ongoing provision of
This distinction is that with commercial development'
through.rates'
the Local Authority is funded to a signihcant degree
;;;t
contribution to
*rl"i"u, with Residential devetpment, there is minimal ongoing
services such as water and
the cost other than, in some eu1'f'oAtiet' payment for
ofthcir real
*uri. Airporut., which charges r"pr"seni,-in tl-'e n.rain' only a fraction
cost.

]E
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Thc LAVI is also conscious of the fact that already
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schemcs Llsualli ettract ver!' significant developnlent levtcs.

i9.

Funher recoupment of commercial enhancement is evident through other quasi
ppP initiatives such as the proposal at carrickmines/ chenlnlood. lor the firnding
of the extension of the Luas by the landowner developers adjacent to it. This
provides a suitable model for future betterment recovery for commercial
developments.

20.

The IAVI proposes as a supplement the imposition on a National scale of larger
development levies on residentially zoned and serviced [and, payable when
planning permissions are implimented. These levies would be moderated for five
years but- would increase on a progressive basis the longer the land remained
undeveloped. This would enable existing landowners and developers not to bc
penalised in the short term, wouid incentivise them provided they brought their
'development
land into production promptly while it would simultaneously arm the
developers with firm knowledge, in advance of the acquisition of additional land,
of the magnitude of future levies and enable them to reflect that extra cost by
discounting the initial land purchase price.

.

The IAVI believe that the implementation of any measures on landowners which
further directly taxes them on the realisation of their land asset, will have the
of land into the market' However measures that
effect of reduting the supply
-indirectly
(e.g. by the pre-known imposition of levies
serve to depress ihe value
payable by developers) will not necessarily have the same negative effect'

22.

the
The IAVI believes that the price of new homes is very heavily influenced by

21

balanceorimbalanceinthesupply/demandequation,thelevelofmortgageand
deposit interest rates prevailing in the market and the availability of mortgage
finance.

:)

The IAVI recommends the introduction of a voluntary code of Practice amongst
rate"
mortgage lenders towards the abandonment of the practice of "soft interest
provide
first leir lending and advocates that mortgage providers be encouraged to
incentiues, by wly of marginally more lenient stress testing for those taking out
mortgages with 5 to 10 year fixed rate of interest'

24

ThelAVlrecommendsthedevelopmentofastatutoryCodeofPracticeinregard
to public rights ol access to private land in the countryside' Such a Code of
practice woJld include clarification of the obligations of both the landowners and
publicusers.Afundingpackageforlandownerstofacilitatetheinstallationand
points should be
maintenance of appropriite and purpose designed gateway access
of Conduct
available u.rd on"ioui penalties for those users breaching the Code
should be incorPorated.

25.

the fact that not
The IAVI recognises that the right of Shelter for every citizen and
all citizens wilibe capable of achieving this through the private sector'

26.

Conclusions

(a)

The IAVI believes that the market for housing and housing lands is hcading
equilibrium
towards equilibrium and witl, if not interfered with' find that level of
within the next 24 to36 months and is best left alone to achieve that'
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(b)

The IAVI sees just cause for the recoupment by local authorities ol some of the
land's value enhancement deriving from the provision ofpublic infrastructurc and
services and recommends the introduction of a graduated system of more
meaningful levies designed to incentivise and accelerate development within the
next thiee years. The recoupment of these levies lor betterment, can, the IAVI
believes, be achieved under existing legislative procedures'

ThelAVlistotallyopposedtoanysysteminwhichindividuallandownersare
(c)

deprived of the opin market value of their land in the interests of favounng other
more disadvantaged members of the community. It is the view of the IAVI that

anysubsidyofhousingcostsshouldbebomebythetaxpaygrsatlargeratherthan
penalising individual landorvners.

)
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Minister for Finance
Departrnent of Finance

Govemment Buildirys
Upper Menion Street
Dublin 2

1
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Dear Minister,

Over *re bst 12 monrlx this Instirute hx corsidered, r,ery carefullv, many of the issues related to dre
rar.arion o[ properry and of properq rr:-rxacrio,rs.

Our amached pre-budget submission has ccni'ined its focus to those manen, becaue ne believe our
$eatest expertise lies in the macen with pfiich v,e are most {arniliar. Our principle concems relate to
samp drry, both in drc commercial anci residential arex, to roll-over reljef on CGI for fanning land
compuJsorily acquired and ro rhe ta-ration oi rie,elopmenr hnci and the need for funher investment in
irJrasructu'e.

i

Our very c.iear belief tbat adjustmen$ in stajrrp duq,,. ibr o*ner occupien in the residential nrarl<er and
right across the commercial market, u'iil resuJt in a grearer volune of rarxacrions, vtrich will adequatelv
compensate for any loss in revenue rhrough lower ntes. Funhelmore, we believe thar rhe increxe in
suppiy r*Lich will follow adjustments, in the dury rates and the thresholds in the residentia.l market, will
help rc comain the still srong growrh in values in the second-hand housing market.

I hope that you will give cor:sideration to these points prior to lour Budger in December. \7e wou.ld
welcome the opportudry to meet wfth your oific
to clarifv our rnessages.

,Yours sincerel,v,
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BL'DGET SUtsfuIISSIO${ TO DEPARTMENT OF FIil{,SNGE Oi{ THE
MATTER OF STAMP DUTIES CIN COMMERCIAL & RESIDEi{TIAL
PROPERTY TRANSACTIO}JS

E}{ECUTI\/E SUN#MARY
The

Lt\rI

is coocemed at the current levels of Starnp Dutv in both the Commerciel

l:d

Resicientia] marters

aod :hei,r negair.e irnoact on frose r-r'rarkets a:rd on '.ire economr- geoerailv.

The Iosdtute dretefore recommends tirat in the tbrthcom.i-ng budge: *re fbLlowrng chaoges be made

a.

Residential
The Iastitute is satisfied ttrar the edsting stamp duw regme in respect of dre "nev'homes"
aod "buv to

\I'ithia

iei'

markets wolks adequatelv.

dre ov'ner occupied second-hand rcsiriendal market ir is apparenr to nembers rhat

d:e Stamp

Dun regime ibr ormer occupiers is a deterenr to rnobilin,wi"hirr the markel

discdninates agairrsr ciw dwellers and.is reducing supph', factors v'hich are
disadvantageous especiallv to fust time buvers.

The Instirute has drereiore recommended changes ilr rhe tfuesholds at which rhe varous
rares

oI dun \.ould eppll' for ou-ne: occupre:s.

The Institute recornmends the iblios,ing rerised rares and thresholds to applv

on11,

to owner occupiers, t'uving secondiand homes;

1

2
3

4

DOF02B04

Threshold

First Time

Up to €250,000
€250,001 - €350,000
€350,001 - €500,000
€500,001 to €1.25m
Excess €1.25m

Exempt

Buver

Fuil Rate

E,xempt

7Yo

3%

396

50/o

60k

6%o

9o/o

90/o
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The Insritute's members believe t1:ag

if

these chaoges are implemented, they'riJ-l

significaatly ircrease the volume of property comiog to the markeg and ttrus the loss of
revenue through a reducdon in the tates, and ilcrease

ir

the tiueshoids, wiil be more ttran

compensated for b,v the additionai volume. Furtherrnore,
o.,.erall L'npact of iacreased voiumes,

tle Instin:te believes that the

will be to siow- dosrn the rate of growth in house

pdces - ao impact'lvhich is consistent with *te Govemments w'elJ enunciarcd ageoda.

B.

Comrnercial
f'he Iasdtute recogflses dlat the introducdor.r of the

99/o rate

is a deterrenr to inrvard

ilvestment. is damaging the values of persioo nrnds, is ao incentive to potenrjal

inr.,estors

to invest oursi,ie the couatr and to create sDecial purpose veLricles iSP\.r w'hch minimise
the impact of dre tar.

The lnstitute is therefore advocating a return to a single rate of duty
of 6yo on ell com!'nercial property transactions and also recornmend
that the Government make a commitment that the rate of duty will
remain the same for the next 5 years, in the interests of signalling a
stable taxation policy

c.

CGT

-

Roll Over Relief

The Iosdnrte's members are a.lso coascious of the impact wbich the aboliion of roil-ovet

telief on CGT is havir:g for farmers, especialh. irr the case of non volunran
cases. The Insdrute srronglv advocares the resroradon ofroil-over

sa.les i.e.

reliei ideallv tor

CPO
all

bona 6de iarrdng reinvestment bur ar an absoiure minimum in dre case oi uxes paid

followurg a CPO.
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D.

Building Land
The lnstitute opposes the introduction of any new naticnal taxation
on building land. Any such measure is likely to reduce supply

which will put further upward pressure on new house prices
Neverti.reless,

rie

Insria.rte recogoises that additional tevenues from d:is soulce ate

potendall,!. recoverabie but urges that dris be done by Local Autl.rorities duough enhanced
leyies for intlastructural cooneclions

-

such leries to be phased i.n over a Eve vear peioci

so as ro creare an inceatir.e for eristing landov:ners to develop at tl.re earJiest possible dare.

The Instin:te does urge the )Iinister to condnue and to increase in'esmreot

il

the major

transpon infia:ulrcrure projects.

Ine Insdtute

urges ',le \{inister to make these changes in d.re tbrtlcoming budeet.

(lcrober 2003
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Nexus Phase

are recognised as reliable International standards by the Central Bank of Ireland, the European
Central Bank, and the European Parliament.
To achieve REV status, IPAV educates its qualified valuers through its specially tailored
courses, held in the Institute of Technology in Tallaght. This ensures that IPAV members who
complete this course meet with the expected minimum educational standards, MER, of TEGoVA, a copy of which has been supplied to the committee. IPAV’s qualified valuers are those
who are professionally qualified, experienced valuers, with a minimum of ten years practical experience, and who have at their fingertips vast knowledge, comparable instructions, and
details of sales in their own area. Since the REV qualification was first introduced in Ireland
in 2013, all IPAV REV valuers must agree and sign up to a contract that demonstrates their
commitment to IPAV and also confirms the level of self-regulation it imposes. Compliance
and standards are the cornerstone of the EVS valuation reports, and IPAV compliance officers
monitors and examines valuers’ written valuation reports on an ad hoc basis. IPAV, as the administrator of the REV scheme in Ireland, is subject itself to five years reviews.
I will now move on to R5d. R5d - appropriateness of relationship between Government,
the Oireachtas, the banking sector, and the property sector. Again, Chairman, I wish to begin
by starting ... I can only comment on the role of IPAV and its members’ relationship with the
Government, the Oireachtas, the banking sector, and the property industry generally. I will
summarise briefly as follows.
The Government: IPAV has always engaged with members of Government in regard to lobbying on various items of legislation and issues of interest as they arise. For example, IPAV
makes an annual pre-budget submission to the Minister for Finance and Minister for Public
Expenditure and Reform, and, in recent years, has also made presentations to the Joint Oireachtas Committees on Finance and the Public Service, and Department of Agriculture. IPAV has
engaged, as necessary, with the Minister, Minister of State, and senior officials in the Department of Environment, Community and Local Government in relation to housing and related
matters. Ministers and Ministers of State have attended and addressed IPAV’s annual conferences and regional seminars over the years. IPAV has always kept lines of communication open
with Members of the Dáil and Seanad, both Government and Opposition, in briefing them on
relevant issues as they arise both individually and in committee. IPAV makes regular submissions to joint Oireachtas committees where useful exchanges of views regularly take place.
IPAV has nominating rights to Seanad Éireann and members are from time to time elected to
either House.
The property industry itself: IPAV has engaged with parallel professions and professional
bodies in the property business and industry. IPAV representatives have regularly attended
conferences organised by related professionals and institutions and have made, and continue
to make, a determined effort to engage with all stakeholders in the industry. Representatives of
such professional bodies are invited to attend IPAV’s annual conference.
And the banking sector: IPAV has engaged as much as possible with the Central Bank of
Ireland and individual financial institutions. IPAV lobbied for the inclusion of the blue book as
one of the preferred standards in the CBI final report issued in December 2012.
And my conclusion, Mr. Chairman: Overall, it is IPAV’s view that the relationship between
the four sectors, Government, Oireachtas, banks and property stakeholders, should be one of
being independent of each other, yet communicating through the correct and transparent channels for the betterment of all, and the common good of Irish society. While the priorities of the
50
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STATEMENT OF THE MINISTER FOR FINANCE

MR BRIAN COWEN, T.D.
7 DECEMBER 2005
I am honoured to be with you again to present the 2006 Budget to the House.
This Budget reflects the priorities of the Government; and I believe it reflects
the needs and hopes of the Irish people as well.
INTRODUCTION
We are living in the midst of the longest and strongest era of sustained
prosperity in all of Irish history. This didn’t happen by chance. This involved
careful planning. It involved investment in infrastructure development where
we had considerable ground to make up. It involved a commitment to educate
our children so that they could be a match for their peers across every
discipline. It involved careful fiscal management and the creation of an
economic environment that would attract investment. And, of course, it
represents the hard work of the Irish people themselves.
As a nation, we now enjoy a much enhanced quality of life. We are a
prosperous country. More of our citizens are in work than at any time in our
history. More enjoy a decent quality of life than ever before. We are
welcoming more and more new people to our shores – citizens of the new
Europe – and we are providing for them too.
It is a new Ireland also. Prosperous but not without challenges. This Budget is
largely about two key objectives:
·
·

The facilitation of sustained economic growth
Improved equality and opportunity for all in society.

We have made our choices in the light of a simple, but powerful principle: we
cannot take prosperity for granted. We will not put at risk the prosperity the
Irish people have achieved.
In last year’s Budget I made one simple statement that is often taken for
granted and perhaps fails to get the right resonance as a result. Let me restate
it now. Economic prosperity is a means to an end and not an end in itself. We
must strive for economic success and we must insist on prudent fiscal
management in order to achieve the establishment of a better society for all.
SUPPORTING OUR ECONOMIC SUCCESS
We are right to focus on our economic success and to talk about it. It is
correct, not in order to congratulate ourselves, but because the better we
A.5
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understand it, the more we are likely to know how we can sustain it. The
deeper our economic success and the longer it is sustained the greater the
challenge to keep the forward momentum. While we work to maintain it we
need to carry out reforms that will introduce greater opportunity for even more
people to become involved in our economy and to benefit from its success.
This Budget brings the Government closer to fulfilling the public promises we
offered when the people gave us their mandate. We had first to build
safeguards and act to sustain the economic growth and stability long into the
future and we had to work to find ways of sharing more evenly the benefits of
our economic success.
My aims for this Budget are straightforward. I want to improve equality and
opportunity for all in our society. I want to help those on lower incomes and to
support families at all levels. I want to develop our infrastructure so our firms
can compete better while helping to secure our environment and our heritage. I
am also determined to pursue value for money for consumers and for
taxpayers.
This Budget is rooted in the belief that Irish people can continue to achieve
extraordinary things provided Government creates the right environment for
them to do so. It is rooted in the need to make that environment more inclusive
so that fewer of our people feel excluded.
Education
Education is critical to this ambition. It is accepted that the quality of our
educated young people has been at the heart of the economic success of the
past 15 years. The world has not stood still in the meantime. We face new
challenges in the education sphere. This is about access and about the strength
of an offer to the young people coming through the system.
I will be
announcing a major new initiative in this Budget to address that challenge.
Infrastructure
Infrastructure continues to be a priority and while we have made considerable
advances in recent years there is still much to be done. The Transport 21
initiative is a major plank of our budgetary policy and correctly so.
Supporting the Family
We are committed to supporting the family as the cornerstone of our society.
The place of the child, mother and father within the family unit needs
protection and support. The balance to be achieved between the need to work
outside the home and the costs associated with care of the youngest of our
citizens needs attention by Government. Budget measures alone cannot
achieve this balance but I have taken steps to deal with the issue.
Reaching Full Equality
We are committed to reaching full equality and opening the doors of
opportunity for every citizen in Ireland. We want as many of our citizens as
possible within the workforce. This is about the minimum wage and about
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taxation and for those on social welfare, it is about increased payments that can
improve their quality of life too.
And we are deeply committed to ensuring value for the hard earned money that
millions of our citizens pay in taxes. Taxpayers have a right to a Government
that spends their money for the right reasons and in the right way – wisely and
efficiently – and the choices we have made at every point in this Budget and
the protocols we have put in place reflect the deep responsibility that I and my
colleagues in Government feel when it comes to getting value for every Euro
spent.
Budget Measures
I plan to achieve my aims by a series of measures that involve:
Ø Investing much more in our future through enhanced capital spending.
Ø A package of measures to help care for older people.
Ø Increasing Social Welfare rates well ahead of inflation.
Ø Developing a five year childcare package to support families with
young children.
Ø Keeping those on the minimum wage out of the tax net.
Ø Keeping those on the average industrial wage out of the higher tax rate.
Ø Reforming tax reliefs so that tax payments more fairly reflect
ability to pay.
Ø Freezing indirect taxes and reducing some others.
Ø Introducing special reliefs designed to improve our environment, and
Ø Relieving the tax and administrative burden on business and on small
business in particular.
Budget and Economic Outlook
We have the resources to do all these things because our economy is healthy.
We have to make sure it remains so by pursuing the right policies. This will be
a challenge, given the major external threats of oil prices, higher interest rates
and shifting exchange rates and trade patterns. We will be best placed to meet
this challenge if we all work to secure the competitiveness of the economy.
We have additional resources available to us now because we have followed
the correct tax path of lower rates yielding more revenue. It is the tax take that
counts, not the tax rate, as this year’s record Capital Gains Tax yield shows.
Economic growth in 2005 is projected by my Department at 4.6 per cent in
GDP terms, that is the value of all goods and services produced in the State,
and 4.8 per cent in GNP terms, that is the income we earn from producing
these goods and services.
The success story of 2005 has clearly been the very strong growth in
employment due to the correct policies followed by this Government. The
latest labour force data show that employment grew by 96,200 or 5 per cent in
the last twelve months. Nearly 71,000 of this increase represents additional
full time jobs. The live register at 150,000 is 14,500 lower than two years ago.
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This employment record is far ahead of the rest of the EU and is a testimony to
the enterprise and effort of our workforce.
My Department is forecasting that for 2006:
Ø The economy will grow by between 4½ and 5 per cent,
Ø Unemployment will remain very low at around 4.3 per cent,
Ø Employment will grow by a further 60,000, and
Ø Inflation will average 2.7 percent.
This is a continued strong performance especially on employment. In money
terms, it means a GDP of over €172 billion in 2006 and a GNP of just under
€145 billion. In order to maintain our levels of employment it is particularly
important that we all play our part in securing the competitiveness of the
economy.
As regards the Government’s finances we have set a target for a General
Government Deficit next year of 0.6 per cent, as measured by the EU, together
with a debt ratio of 28 per cent of GDP. This debt ratio is one of the lowest in
the EU. Next year total gross voted public spending will rise by over €5 billion
or just over 11 per cent to €50.6 billion, of which €43.8 billion is current dayto-day spending. Day-to-day spending in 2006 is 9.9 per cent above the
projected outturn for 2005, excluding the exceptional provision of €400 million
to meet the cost of repaying nursing home charges. Spending on capital, to
provide roads, public transport, housing, hospitals and other major projects,
will come close to 5 per cent of GNP – the highest public investment rate in the
EU.
Overall Gross Voted Current Public Spending
Of the €43.8 billion in gross voted current spending more than one in every
four euro, or €12.2 billion is spent on Health. The spending on Health at this
stage amounts to €3,000 for every citizen in the State or over €9,000 for every
taxpayer.
The other major current spending Departments are Education and Science,
Social and Family Affairs. Education day-to-day spending accounts for one in
every six euros and spending on Social and Family Affairs accounts for one in
every three spent. Taken together day-to-day spending on Health and
Children, Education and Science and Social and Family Affairs accounts for
three in every four euros required to fund total day-to-day voted spending.
It is not just a matter of the quantity of spending but the quality as well. Does
it meet current needs and also provide for our future? Do we get full value for
it? Could we achieve the same for less? These are issues which are rightly to
the fore in the debate on public spending.
A vital element in addressing these issues are the actual processes we use to
secure value for money at all levels. I am determined to pursue this issue of
the quality of public spending. I have recently put in place a series of specific
measures to do so. I intend to build on this. In particular, I plan to roll out new
forms of construction contracts in 2006 aimed at providing greater cost
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A FAIRER TAX SYSTEM
Last year I announced a major review of tax reliefs in order to achieve a greater
degree of equity in our tax system.
This involved both internal reviews and the employment of outside
consultants. It also included an extensive public consultation in which nearly
ninety submissions were received from a wide range of persons. These
submissions were reviewed by the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Finance and
the Public Service and I have had the benefit of that Committee’s discussions.
At the end of the day, the decision on what to do rests with the Government,
for which we can be held accountable by this House.
What we are Seeking to Achieve
My basic aim is to see that everybody pays an appropriate amount of income
tax relative to their ability to do so. This is a cornerstone of tax equity. We
must balance this with the need for effective tax reliefs to incentivise work,
effort and enterprise so as to stimulate economic and social development. To
achieve this balance I am announcing a range of specific measures. These
reflect the recommendations of the reviews, a synopsis of which is set out in
the Summary of Budget Measures. I propose to publish all the relevant reports
reviewing these various tax reliefs in time for the Finance Bill.
Firstly, the following reliefs either have achieved the objectives set for them or
are no longer considered to be cost effective in terms of the objectives set for
them and are therefore being terminated subject to certain transitional
provisions: the urban renewal, town renewal and rural renewal schemes, and
the special reliefs for hotels, holiday cottages, student accommodation, multistorey car parks, third-level educational buildings, sports injuries clinics,
developments associated with park and ride facilities and the general rental
refurbishment scheme.
The transitional measures take cognisance of the fact that there are currently
over 250,000 jobs in the construction sector and the building industry accounts
for around 20 per cent of the economy. We should not do anything that
disrupts unnecessarily an industry that is such an important driver of jobs.
For this reason, for projects that are already in the pipeline, I am extending the
date for which 100% relief for expenditure will apply by five months from end
July 2006 to 31 December 2006. Thereafter, where 15 per cent of the relevant
expenditure on the project has been incurred by that date, the relief will apply
to only 75% of the expenditure incurred in 2007 and to 50% for expenditure
incurred up to end-July 2008. The relief will then reduce to zero, and thus end,
after 31 July 2008. Full details of these transitional arrangements are set out in
the Summary of Budget Measures.
Both sets of external consultants dealt with the transitional issue and both
recommended an extension of relief for such pipeline cases.
One
recommended a simple extension of 100% relief for seventeen months beyond
31 July 2006. The other recommended an extension of 5 years but at only 50%
relief. I have chosen a middle course.
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This winding down of property based tax reliefs is consistent with the greater
capacity of particular economic sectors nowadays to fund such investment
from their own resources, and the sizable capital investment which the
Government itself is making through the major new investments I referred to
earlier.
In line with the recommendations of the consultants, I propose to continue the
tax reliefs for nursing homes, childcare facilities, and private hospitals. Special
arrangements will apply for park and ride facilities and the living-over-theshop scheme as indicated in the Summary of Budget Measures.
The reviews also proposed that any new reliefs should be time-limited and
should, where relevant, be subject to an assessment of costs and benefits prior
to their introduction. They also proposed that recipients of these kinds of tax
reliefs be required to supply full data to Revenue to assist in the costing and
assessment of reliefs. I will be following this advice as far as appropriate.
A Minimum and Fair Tax
It is necessary not only to eliminate some incentive reliefs but also to regulate
the use that can be made of those that remain. We cannot stand over a
situation in which some high-earning tax residents, through the use of incentive
reliefs, can reduce their taxable income to nil. This is simply not a fair
situation, although I should point out that high-earning non-payers are in a very
small minority. Accordingly, I propose now to place an annual overall cap on
the extent to which specific incentive reliefs can be availed of.
The cap will apply to those with income over €250,000 per year. It will
operate by reducing by half the amount of income that can be relieved from tax
by certain specified tax reliefs. This measure will help eliminate the
phenomenon of tax free millionaires and increase the effective rate of tax on
those with high income towards a minimum of 20 per cent. Further details of
how this will work are set out in the Summary of Budget Measures. This will
require some complex new legislative provisions and I propose accordingly
that the new system will apply for all tax years from 1 January 2007.
This annual cap system will also apply to Artist’s relief from the same date.
There is no change in the tax treatment of income now exempt under the
Artist’s relief scheme, where that income is less than €250,000 per year.
Pensions
Tax equity applies not only to taxpayers’ current income but also to how
taxpayers provide for their income needs in retirement. Recent Budgets and
Finance Acts have made significant and innovative improvements in the nature
and scope of tax reliefs for pension provision. This was done so as to
encourage earlier and more substantive saving by the generality of individuals
to meet the cost of providing themselves with a reasonable and affordable
pension.
The Government itself is putting aside one per cent of GNP each year to help
fund future pensions. The National Pensions Reserve Fund is expected to
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Business Planning Review - 3 March 2006
Budget and Economic Division
ISSUES NOTE
The work of Budget falls into two distinct areas – Budget and Economy.

The Economy - reporting to David Hegarty
Unit
Economic Forecasting and Analysis
Prices and Competitiveness
Labour Market and International Economy
Construction Sector Analysis
Longer-term Analysis, Lisbon and Modelling

Staff
Sharon Daly, Patrick Mullane
John McCarthy, Michael Haugh
Orla O’Brien, Scline Scott, Michelle Dalton
Marie Mackle
Loretta O’Sullivan, John Howlin, Denise O’Connell

The Budget - reporting to Barra O’Murchadha
Unit
Fiscal Policy and Budget Coordination
Tax Forecasting and Analysis
EU Fiscal Reporting and Statistical Analysis
Budgetary Surveillance & SGP
Budgetary Surveillance & Social Partnership

Staff
Brian Finn, Aoife O’Sullivan, John Uhlemann
Donal Murtagh, Alan Mahon
Ciaran Judge, Margaret O’Donnell, Eddie Tierney
Joe Kirwan, Laura Casey
Anne Donegan, Colm O’Connor, Colm Forde

Economic Analysis and Forecasting & Prices and Competitiveness
(Sharon Daly, John McCarthy, Patrick Mullane and Michael Haugh)

First round of forecasting for the BSM will start shortly. The issues that have to be
addressed include private residential housing output, SSIA, commodity prices,
interest and exchange rates and uncertainties in the international environment.
Impact of SSIA maturity remains an imponderable; we have assumed a low
propensity to spend the proceeds
Growth has been largely, indeed almost exclusively, driven by domestic demand over
last couple of years. Forecasts assume a recovery in export performance but we
cannot be sure that this will materialise. We need to get a better handle on factors
driving the manufacturing (and export) sectors
The economy is very exposed to the fortunes of the construction sector. While
medium-term underlying demand for housing is probably now higher that the
previously oft-quoted 50,000 units figure, the biggest risk is the possibility that some
external shock negatively interacts with and affects the sector.
Preparation of new SPU update in late September or early October will pose
challenges as it should carry more relevance to policy making than its predecessor
the ERO.
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Construction and Sectoral Analysis
(Marie Mackle)

We are very reliant on construction for both employment and economic growth. As a
result it is the biggest domestic risk to economic development especially where some
external shock negatively interacts with and affects the construction sector.
Ongoing need to monitor very carefully trends and developments in the construction
sector and within individual sub-sectors
The development and analysis of non-residential construction remains important.
Data is more limited in this area. Non-residential construction accounts for about half
of construction output so it is worth devoting time to.
We need to develop a better understanding of the shift from manufacturing to
services, the driving forces and possible policy implications

International and Labour Market
(Orla O’Brien, Scline Scott, Michelle Dalton)

Social Partnership talks are leading to a number of demands in terms of analysing
pertinent issues such as immigration, developments in wages etc.
With the arrival of new staff, analysis/forecasting of earnings has moved to this
section from the forecasting section
In response to criticisms from OECD as to our lack of participation in the EDRC, we
are planning to participate in some 11 EDRC reviews over the 2006/2007 period
Given current emphasis on the all-island economy, we intend to monitor
developments in the Northern Ireland economy so that we can react to requests for
input to ministerial speeches etc.
IMF Article 4 mission scheduled for May

Longer term Analysis, Lisbon and Modelling
(Loretta O’Sullivan, John Howlin, Denise O’Connell)

This section has a wide-ranging portfolio, some of which is essentially new work.
On ageing, age-related expenditure projections were published in SPU which
substantially updated, for policy changes and demographics, the estimates contained
in the unpublished long-term issue group report.
The section participated in the EPC AWG process which led to the publication of EU
wide projections recently. Further work is envisaged under the AWG process and we
need to think about whether we wish to expand the partial SPU exercise
Section co-ordinates Lisbon process; an implementation report has to be submitted
to the Commission (by D/Taoiseach) in the autumn
We want to develop an in-house macroeconomic modelling capacity so that we can
do budget etc. simulations rather than relying on ESRI
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BUDGET/EU SECTIONS
Most of the work areas on this side are linked and there is a need for a high degree
of integration. The Budget/SPU/Maastricht/Tax Forecasting areas which are spread
across 4 sections are all closely inter-linked.
BUDGET REFORM
(Brian Finn, Anne Donegan, Aoife O’Sullivan, Colm O’Connor)

The Minister announced a number of changes to the budgetary process in
December. Preparations are being made to accommodate within the normal cycle:
 A spring meeting with the Finance and Public Service Committee to discuss the
economic and fiscal background to the current and following two Budgets, and,
 An autumn (late September/early October)publication of an update of the three
year economic and fiscal forecasts in the SPU, in place of the existing
Economic Review and Outlook.
It is now unlikely that the first meeting with the FPSC will take place before 2007.
E-BUDGET PROJECT
(Brian Finn, Ciaran Judge, Donal Murtagh, Aoife O’Sullivan, Eddie Tierney, Alan Mahon)

Work has commenced with CMOD to develop an e-budget system which uses
technology to link the core outputs involved in Budget preparation across sections
and thereby minimise the potential for inconsistencies or errors.
The first elements of the project have been completed (i.e. a narrative description of
process, procedures and outputs).
The overall objective is to develop an integrated relational database system (similar
to e-estimates) that will facilitate the full range of analytical, reporting and publishing
requirements of the Budget, tax forecasting, Maastricht and SPU sections.
TAX FORECASTING
(Donal Murtagh, Alan Mahon)
Through a combination of own research, cooperation with the Revenue
Commissioners and through the Direct Tax Base Working Group work is ongoing to
improve methodology and produce more robust tax revenue forecasts.
Specific priorities for 2006 are
 identify factors driving high yields in Stamp duty and CGT – this includes
participation with Revenue in the analytical outputs from the computerisation of
Stamp Duty returns ,and
 Statistical sampling of Revenue’s data base to improve Income Tax forecasting
with the participation of the ESRI in an advisory capacity.
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E.S.R.I. EXPENDITURE REVIEW
(Barra O’Murchadha, Joe Kirwan)

The group’s report will be submitted to the March meeting of the Assistant Secretary
Group.
COUNTRY SURVEILLANCE
(Joe Kirwan, Anne Donegan, Colm O’Connor, Laura Casey)

Ongoing development on the knowledge necessary to the critical analysis of
convergence/stability programmes of all 25 Member States
The section also provides detailed analysis and briefing on the Excess Deficit
Procedure which, at present, applied to 5 Euro area and 7 other MS.
In order to develop our knowledge base on strategic economies it has been decided
that AP’s will participate in a number of relevant OECD EDRC Review meetings in
Paris each year.
RISK MANAGEMENT & BUDGET PRODUCTION
(Brian Finn, Aoife O’Sullivan, John Uhlemann)

A review of procedure has been undertaken and steps are being put in place to
reduce the possibility of errors in the 2006 Budget documentation recurring in future.
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implementing high-technology projects on time and on budget. In housing and planning, that
department addresses a wide range of issues affecting members, including technical, planning,
economic and environmental matters.
Representation and lobbying - representation and lobbying has always been a key element
of CIF’s activity. As the members’ representative body for the construction sector, it was our responsibility to represent members and the issues of the industry and to convey those to the media, Government and public bodies, national and local. The CIF’s policy position was clearly
set out, after my time in August 2012, which formalised what had always been the federation’s
approach in this area. We have always carried out our engagement with Government in an open
manner. We believe transparency should be a requirement for political and public service ...
Civil Service engagement, when it comes to public policy issues. We have always published
our reports and policy papers and we have provided information about meetings and conversation ... and conversations concerning political and policy issues to our members. It’s part of a
two-way process that encourages a better understanding of the issues involved on both sides.
A variety of the Departments, in keeping with the subject matter of the inquiry, the variety of
the Government Departments that we would have met included the Department of the Environment, which had responsibility for construction policy ... for publishing the review and outlook
for the construction industry and for many of the issues with which the industry dealt. Our main
contact with the Department of Finance would have been through the budgetary process where
we made an annual pre-budgetary ... pre-budget submission, and usually met the Minister for
Finance during that process or as part of that process. Our submission would normally focus
on taxation policy, both industry-specific and general, and the public capital programme. Our
interactions with the Department of the Taoiseach were generally around the macroeconomic
position of the construction sector in Ireland and its place in the wider Irish economy. During the years of social partnership, CIF was involved in more extensive discussions with the
Department on issues relating to the implementation of successive national development plans
and on pay-related issues in specific national agreements. Striving to increase supply to meet
demand across all subsectors of the industry was a recurrent theme of discussion. Other Departments are listed in my submission: the Departments of Education, Jobs, Enterprise, Transport,
Communications, Health, all of which we had communications with in relation to various aspects either of policy or the implementation of specific public expenditure programmes.
Members of the Oireachtas - the CIF engages on a broad level with Members of the Oireachtas, nationally and regionally. This is done in an open manner, includes distribution of our annual pre-budget submission and other relevant information materials. We interact with local
authorities where there are programmes of local road investment, implementation of water
and waste treatment programmes, social housing investment and a variety of other issues. We
would meet with An Bord Pleanála to discuss policy matters - generally once a year - planning
policy, including timescales for decision making.
In relation to the banks, banking regulators and banking representatives, we had very few
... we had very few interactions with banking authorities such as the Central Bank prior to the
economic downturn and that, of course, was in the period that I was there. Banking was just
not a feature of CIF’s activities pre-2008. Access to finance was not an issue for CIF members
with the federation in that period. And I should also point out that the CIF, as an organisation,
had no knowledge of the banking arrangements of any of its individual members or of how they
financed their businesses or of their cash reserves or their borrowings.
Now, construction in Ireland has always been an important part of the Irish economy. It
4
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industry by way of tax reliefs or incentives?
Mr. Liam Kelleher: No way, we would make our budget submission each year, we would
put forward what we felt were ... having listened to members, and the members would have
been involved in drawing up a budget submission, we would have made that submission, it
would have covered taxation areas and taxation issues important to the members and we would
have sought to fit in the submission with what we knew to be Government priorities of the day,
be it the national spatial strategy or the investment in gateways or whatever it might be. And
that would be the nature of it.
Deputy Eoghan Murphy: Let’s look at your budget submission, then, from 2001, which is
in the documentation as well. Where’s the reference ... CIF, page 183. Mr. Bacon was before
the committee, Mr. Kelleher, and in 2001 we saw that a number of measures designed by Mr.
Bacon to calm the rising house prices were reversed by the Government. Stamp duty for investors was cut and the tax on second homes was eliminated and Mr. Bacon said this reversal of
policy was too early. And an article in The Irish Times from 6 December 2001 by Colm Keena
suggested that the decision on stamp duty was made by the then finance Minister, Charlie McCreevy, against official advice and after intensive lobbying by interested parties. And your budget documentation, on page 183, shows the CIF lobbying for these changes. You said earlier
that you were under pressure to ... under pressure to increase output at the time, but is this not
an example of the CIF lobbying to change what the Government intended to do in relation to
the property sector?
Mr. Liam Kelleher: But, you know, at budget time there are 200 or 300 submissions from
representative bodies, from interest groups, from trade unions ... that go into the Department
of Finance, that go to the Minister for Finance. Every one of them is looking for some sort of,
something extra in the budget, for their particular group, that’s the nature of the democracy.
The Department, the Minister, the officials, they weigh up the submissions, they have a view on
policy. They develop policy and they implement budgetary policy.
Deputy Eoghan Murphy: And the evidence for the submission, where does it come from?
Mr. Liam Kelleher: The evidence of?
Deputy Eoghan Murphy: For the submission that you made in 2001 or any budget submission, where does the evidence come from for proposing those changes?
Mr. Liam Kelleher: Where we were seeking changes? I think you’ve got to think back
to what the environment was like in the 2001-2002 period. I think I said earlier, and there’s a
piece of correspondence in the core documents, that I had with Minister McCreevy at the time,
that we were concerned that, post-2000, there would be a squeezing of capital investment relative to current expenditure, after Structural and Cohesion Funds started to taper down. Then
you had 9/11, I think you had foot and mouth disease around the same time, you certainly had
a very sharp deterioration in global and Irish economic conditions for a period. It wasn’t all a
rollercoaster ride upwards. There were periods of softness, and drop. And inward investment,
post 9/11, had dried up pretty significantly. So I would say the policy environment of that time
was very different from when Peter Bacon had made his recommendations and that, you know,
hopefully, and that’s what we would have wished for, that the Government of the day, the Minister of the day, would have adjusted policy in this area to help the construction industry, yes.
Deputy Eoghan Murphy: Thank you. My time is limited so I’ve got to move on to an12
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6 Dempsey Terrace,Wexford.
Tel: 053-74608
Fax: 053 74131
Mobile: 087-203 7586
Leinster House
Tel: 01 -618 3629
Fax: 01'618 4783
to ny.dempsey@oireachtas. ie

A IRGE A D
l2 August 2005.

Tony Dempsey T.D.

I 0 AUo 2005

Minister Brian Cowen,
M inister for Finance,
Government Buildings,
Upper Merrion Street,
Dublin 2.

rvR

Re: I'axation Incentives for l'roperty Development.

Dear Brian.

I have been contacted by a constituent, Mr. Se6n Doyle (please see a copy of his letter
attached). As you will see from same Mr. Doyle is extremely concerned in relation to
the 31'' July 2006 deadline imposed on various taxation incentive schemes relating to
the construction of a broad range of property developments.
ln relation to this issue I have a number of questions I would like to pose. Firstly is
the deadline of 3l't July 2006 an absolute deadline and if so does your department
intend to put alternative arrangements in place to facilitate developers who wish to
proceed with projects currently included under the present schemes?
Given the complex nature of the planning process Mr. Doyle asserts that many
projects will not be deliverable within the timeframe as set out is it the intention of
your department to take into consideration delays that may occur as a result of the
planning process? I am cerlain that any information you have in relation to this issue
would be greatly appreciated by Mr. Doyle and others who find themselves ;- :
similar situation.
Wexford County as a whole is experiencing unprecedented levels of growth in terms
of residential and tourism, in order to ensure this continues into the future we must
facilitate those willing to invest in development ofvarious projects. It is with this
concern in mind that I am writing to you.
'I'hanking you in anticipation of your help in this matter and to date.
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SeanDoyle Group (Wexford) Limited
Kilmuckridge, Gorey, Co. Wexford.
Telephone: 053 30666

-

Fax : 053 30980

-

E-mail : sdcs@iol.ie

Arigust 9, 2005

Mr. 'l ony Dempsey, T.D.,
r\rCirracarr I lous,r

Barntown.
Co. Wcxlord.

Re:

Tax Incentives for Property Development

Dcar'l'ony.
As you know I am a member of the C.I.F. and they have suggestcd we contact you iD
counection with tax incentives for property development, as lbllows:

'fax incentives have benefited Ireland greatly over the last 15 years and can continue
do so in the lirture. The economy has moved on but it has not benefitcd everybodi'
equallv (ecor.romically, socially or geographically). Area based and comnrunitv
fbcuscd tax incentives can help address emerging regional, economic and social

1,r

imbaiances.

Howevcr, taxation incentives for propertl' dcvelopment lincluding thosc ar.ailablc uldcr'
t.ilban- Town and Rural R-eneu,al Schemes) are se1 to cnd on 31" -lulv 20(-)('. 'l'hir
r.r il havc major implications for investment in your area.

r-he

:0% oldesignated sites nationwide have yet to be development because scr-'"'icing.
planning and other statutory problems have held up projects. This means that areas in
oLrr

o\\,n county/constituency that are urgently in need of investment cculd be losing

0u1.

irll pr<.rjects under the Urban, Town a;:tl R,rai R.enewal Sch,':-'--:. . :ric:
wcre instigatccl to address issues ofdereliction, under-utilisation and ccortumic decline
in designated areas, are tied up in the plaming system and har.e no chancc of saLisl,virrg
thc Jul;- 2006 deadline for the completion c.fprojects. Thcse projects wiil not in ail
like lihr,rod he buill trut,

Over.lti

, .,1

'('o11l in Lled
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Contirtucd

-fliis

scenario raises questions as to the essential infrastructure from housing to
plavgrounds ar.rd parks that will be lost by your local authority. It also raises r'lucstions
as to tlle esscntial funds that will be lost by local authorities in the form ol'cievelopment
Ievies and other charges as a result of the decision to abolish tax incentive schemes.

The locai implications olthe

3I

st

July deadline are such that the Gover nnrent should:

Extend tar incentives to ensure that all existing designated areas are dereloperi

Abolish the .luly 2006 deadline for the completion of projects cr-rrrently in piannir.rg.
built out in within lhe timeii;rnre iaid doqn in t,rtrir p1a!r1ing

J-hr'r,c proeicts slrLrLrld be

permissions.
Extend tax incentives to other parts ofthe country that havc not benefited ccluall;-' i-rom
oithe Irish economy over the past decade, particulariy as a
mechanism lor achieving more balanced regional development in line rvith the National
spatlal strategy.
the translormation

Ialget rax incentives at those areas ofthe economy experiencing bottienecks such as
health, education and childcare facilities; leisure and sports l-acilities, arts and cultural
lacilities.
I arn attaching a Summary of the CIF Submission to rhe Dcpaftment of l:inancc u,hicl.r
outlilles ti're real benefits of these schemes to local communities and the rcal benefits
that can flow from them in the future.

I appreciate your consideration of the above and any leedback you can provicie.

Yours sincerely,

Sedn Doyle
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY FEDERATION
Submission to Department of Finance/ Revenue
Commissioners on Tax Exemptions and Tax Reliefs

June 2005
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When properly focused, taxation incentives have an important
economic role to play as an instrument in the state,s ability to
encourage investment in areas and sectors of the economy where such
investment is needed. This is particularly important in terms of the
current review of tax exemptions and reliefs, Having established a
strong economic peformance as a nation, public poliry processes are
now increasingly focused on how that performance ls maintained and
geographically distributed within the country in a balanced and
sustainable manner.

2

The ESRI, OECD, National Competitiveness Council and IMF in recent
reports highlight Irelandt low capital stock, the need for accelerated
public and private infrastructure provision and for social as well
economic infrastructure. These reports reflect the findings and
recommendations of , inter alia, the National Spatial Strategy (NSS). A
key element in attaining sustainable and more evenly distributed
economic development is, therefore, the eradication of Ireland's
accumulated capital deficit and the achievement of more balanced
regional development.

3

The evolution of taxation incentives in lreland, from their introduction
in the mid-1980s, indicates that in order to be effective, tax
exemptions and tax reliefs must be implemented in a very targeted
fashion, with the focus on those sectors of the economy and
geographical areas in need of investment that can neither be met
within a sufficient timescale or through public sector or market-driven
investment alone.

4

Whilst encouraging the continuation of taxation incentives for property
development, the CIF argues, therefore, that the implementation of
future tax exemptions and tax reliefs should be guided by a national
audit of new and emerging 'sectoi'al' pressure points in the eccnomy
and the NSS.

5.

Taxation incentives may already exist in respect of certain 'sectoral'
pressure points, such as capital allowances for Multi-Storey Car Parking
and Park and Ride Facilities, Childcare Facilities, Third Level
Educational Buildings and Sports Injury Clinics. Where this is the case,
lhese allowances should be retained and, where requked, enhanced.

'q1 (asdruag {uo1

*ry#dq;{#ffiT"gfEBLr}fd"points have been identified rhat are not
dqYeiqq Ri,'€Fsting taxation incentives - in areas for example such as
apr*mterhoath provision, recreation and leisure, cultural and art
facilities

-

appropriate taxation^Ald other fiscal incentives should be
ft e,. or prior
?F?hffi#e$ir5qonq5
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7

Tax incentive schemes also have an important roie to play
in terms of
achieving socia.l inclusion, particulariy in terms of housing. The
existence of urban renewal reliefs has contributed to increaling
the
stock of both rental and owner-occupied housing. There
continues to
be strong rnerit in increasing the stock of rental 6ousing. indeed,
with
the assistance of capitar ailowances, there is scopJ for deliverin!
alternatlve forms of social/rental assistance schemes going fonvard.

8

The use of the NSS as a framework for area-based taxation incentives
should be augmented by (1) a system of master planning for tne
existing and new Gateways and Hubs and (2) an enhanced Inteqrated
Area Plan system for other pafts of the country that ailows indi-cative
needs to be identified.

9

A number of avoidable pressure poinG have emerged in respect of the
operation of current tax incentive schemes. By June 2004 over 40o/o of
the investment in urban renewar schemes from their introduction in
1999 was in the planning system, while a large number of appiications
were lodged during the second half of 2004 in advance of the
December 2004 deadline for the receipt of valid applications.
A key issue, therefore, is the July 2006 deadline for the completion of
qualifying projects. The Juiy 2006 deadline provides an insufficient
iimescale ior projects to be buiit out, particularly in light of the ongoing
planning and other statutory delays experienced by many project
promcters. Furthermore, the July 2006 deadline will encourage an
irrational glut of projects onto the market at the same time. The
deadline shouid be removed, therefore, so as provide for the or-deriy
delivery of projects. A more rational approach would be to allow
project proposals to be completed in compliance with their planning
permission, which sets out a five-year timeframe after the receipt o1
planning permission for the completion of projects.

1n

DOF02B04

A lai-Ee numbe!'of projects have nct yet reached planning because cf a
combination of factors, including delays in the servicing of lands, other
planning and statutory delays and the fact that certain areas have thus
far remained unattractive from an investment standpoint even with
taxation incentives. These areas should be prioritised for inciusion
under the new modified Integrated Area plan system recommendeci
above.
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Mr Brian Cowen TD
Minister for Finance
Departrnent ol Finance
Upper Merrion Street
Dublin 2

A

?
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27th Ocrober 2006

Dear t\linister,

I would iike to thank you and your Officiais for

meeting with the CIF delegation on
pre-Budget
l6'h
last
our
Monday,
to discuss
Submission.
October

As an investmenl indusry, the consmrction sector perlbrms best in a srable, fiscai and
regulatory environment which suppons priYate sector investment confidenceExchequer revenues and empioyment have benefiled from the strong periormance of
the sector. The current supply response to housing demand and the anticipated
(already evident) moderation in new house price growth (now and into 2007) are
rveicome.

Media speculation about possible Budget 2007 changes to stamp duty has had a
significanr negative impact on the volume of propery transactions (including
transactions not aifecteC blr stamp duty). The 1keiy,, impact of pubiic statements
inciicating polic;r change or revierv ol propeny transactions taxes need ro carefully
consider the likely impact on the market and the implications for Exchequer revenues

i
I

and market confidence.

Ireland's economic and social infrastructure remains low relative to our main trading
partners and many economic cornmentators have pointed to the need for accelerated
public and private infrastrucfure provision to address this dehcit. The National
Development Plan 2007-2013 provides a medium tenn investment platform to give
effect to the Nadonal Sparial Srrategy and make Balanced Regional Development a
reality. Continuing major investment programmes are required in education, health,
transporc, water services, housing and energy. Against the background of a 14Yo
return on capital investment to the end of2003, the Exchequer should increase its
level of infrastructural investment to at least 5% of GNP. This has been achieved
oniy once in the last ten years despite the commitment in the cufient programme for
Government.
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N{r Brian Cowen TD
Minister for Finance

Department of Finance
Upper Merrion Street
Dublin 2

?

7 {leT 2006
27th October 2006

Dear t\{inisier,

I would like to

thank )/ou and your Officials for meeting with the CIF delegation on
Monday, l6'h October last to discuss our pre-Budget Submission.

As an investment indusny, the consrruction sector pedbrms best in a stable, fiscal and
reg:latory environment which supports pnvate sector investment confidence.
Exchequer revenues and employment have benefited from the strong performance of
the sector. The current supply response to housing demand and the anticipated
(already evident) moderation in nelv house pnce gro\lth (now and into 2007) are
welcome.

Media speculation about possible Budget 2007 changes to stamp duty has had a
siguiircant negative irrpact on the volume of property transactions (including
transactions not affected by stamp dutl). The likely impact of public statements
indrcating policy change or revielv of property transactions taxes need to carefully
consider the likely impact on the market anti the implcations for Exchequer revenues
and market confidence.

ireland's economic and social infrastructure remains low relative to our main trading
oartners and many economic commentators have pointed to the need for accelerated
public and private infrastrucfire provision to address this deficit. The National
Development Plan 2007-2013 provides a mediurn temr investment platform to g:ve
effect to the National Spatial Srrategy and make Balanced Regional Development a
reality. Continuing major investment prograrnmes are required in education, health,
transport, water senices, housing and energy. Against the background of a 14%o
return on capital investment to the end of 2O03, the Exchequer should increase its
leve1 of infrastructural investment to at least 5% of GNP. This has been achieved
only once in the last ten years despite the commilment in the current programme for
Government.

- 1ll.l
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Pre-Budget Submission 2007

Executive Summary : Overview of Key Budgetary Issues
while the general outlook of the Irish economy is favourable, a number of risks to economic groMh
have been identified an 2006. Ireland's competitive advantage is slipping, the cost of doing brlsiness
in lreland is increasing and cumulative burden of regulation continues to increase costs to
businesses. Those risks cannot be ignored, and action is needed to tackle them now. The new social
partnership document, Towards 2016, has an objective of ',mitigating these [economic] risks and
strengthening the competitiveness and productive capacity of the economy.,, Fiscal policy to enact
that objective must be at the heart of Budget 2007.
The continuing increase in oil prices threatens stable economic arowth. While the exposure of the
economy to energy price inflation is more muted than previous oil price shocks, the impact is adding
to inflationary pressures in the economy. The 2007 Budget strategy must address the impact of oil
price inflation in the Irish economy, and the promotion of renewable, domestically produced sources
of energy.

Budgetary policy

in 2007 must prioritise the

management

of

inflation emphasising business

competitiveness and investment in infrastructure by:

Pursuing

a counter

inflationary fiscal policy as

a

response

to energy price

inflationary

pressure in the economy.

Continuing to prioritise public investment, maxamising value for money, and efficient and
timely delivery.

Planning funding provisions

for the new National Development

Plan,

to

remedy

anfrastructural deflcits and undertake planned capital investment in the future.

l,laintaining a disciplined approach to current expenditure given the more muted economic
outlook.

Continuing to pursue a low tax rate strategy to underpin competitiveness and economic
growth.
llaintaining the value of take home pay for workers.

In July 2006, Government figures showed that revenue from stamp duty was up

430/o from the

previous twelve months, while capital gains revenue was 15% higher than 2005. These figures reflect
the strong relationship between the continued success of house building, general construction
activity, property and the buoyant Exchequer receipts. Receipts from stamp duty and capital taxes
have increased from less than €2bn in 2002 to an estimated €7.5bn this year. Receipts from VAT, a
signiflcant proportion of which comes from housing, have increased by 47olo over the same period.

This economic situation should set the stage for significant and efficient capital expenditure
programmes. In line with government regional and sectoral development policy, the healthy flnancial
position should facilitate the creation of balanced regional and sectoral groMh. Goodbody Consulting
(Irelandb Sbategic Infrastructure Investment 2020), and others, has repeatedly highlighted the
economic case for infrastructural investment ahead of demand to maximise return on investments.
The ESRI Mid-Term Review of the National Development Plan 2000 - 2006 noted the 140lo return on
capital investment to end 2003. Attention must be made to the public sector ability to achieve value
for money; tamely, effective delivery; and efficient spending of allocated resources.
The construction industry is an investment industry performing best in a stable fiscal and regulatory
environment which supports private sector investment confidence. Instability undermines private
investment which will directly impact on economic Arowth, Exchequer revenues and construction
activity and employment. Given the reality of the current supply response to housing demand and the
projected levelling of groMh of new house prices for 2007, it is vital that the 2007 Budget does
nothing to interrupt the continued strong supply of new housing output for the years ahead.
Unnecessary delays being experienced by the industry with regulatory agencies including utility
companies must be minimised. These unnecessary delays put upward pressure on, for example,

I
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Key Recommendataons
Sustaining Economic Growth

a

of bold new National Development plan improve national
competititveness through balanced regional investment, improvements to the state,s planning
system and emcient use of multi-annual capital envelopes to secure efficient delivery.
The development

Address bottlenecks

to

in the public sector's capacity to deliver Government

infrastructure

investment targets.

compliance with new contract procedures puts additional managerial and administrative
cosE on business and erodes competitiveness. Government must ensure that implementation
of new contracts does not increase regulatory or cost burden on Small and Medium
Enterprises.

New public sector contracts, when introduced following a full, published Regulatory and
Economic Impact Assessment, to be used unamended in all public finance procurement with
a formal vigourous review process, involving the industry, within two years.

Taxation
Government should continue to pursue a low-taxation strategy to underpin economic
competitiveness and economic activity with no inflationary impact.
The current Revenue review of procedures for the application of VAT on land and property
transactions is welcome, but must not lead to the broadening of the base of this tax. VAT on
property transactions should be simplified so that general tax advisors can advis€ clients
comprehensively. The definition of building land for VAT purposes must not be altered as this
could affect supply of developed land being brought to the market.
Department of Finance should undertake a full-scale review of capital transactions taxes and
their economic impact in lreland, with a view to a comprehensive tax reform in this neglected
area and the removal of the 9olo stamp duty level. Government should reintroduce indexation
of Capital Gains Tax.
To achieve balanced regional development, Government must use all levers at its disposal,
including the use of targeted taxation incentive schemes on a regional and sectoral basis.
The 350/o withholding tax rate under the C45 scheme should be modified to include a 6010
pension contribution for self-employed construction industry sub-contractors.
Government must widen the standard rate of income tax bands to reduce the number of
workers paying at the higher level, and to maintain the value of take-home pay at a time
when it is under pressure from emerging price inflation.
The cost of statutory redundancy should be met wholly from employers' contribution to the
Social Insurance Fund.

Housing
Given the reality of the current supply response to housing demand and stability in the
groMh of new house prices, it is vital that the 2007 Budget does nothing to jeopardise the
contribution of the house building sector.
Aggressive zoning and servicing of suitable land during the lifetime of relevant Development
Plans should be pursued by all responsible bodies in areas of high housing demand for
residential development so as to maintain housing output at a high level. Government must

commit funding

to the reintroduction of a major

serviced land initiative. Deficits in

infrastructural servicing should be reduced through partnership arrangements behveen local
authorities and developers. Detailed arrangements for elimination of these deficits would be
best served through padnership discussion with the construction andustry.
VAT should be rebated directly to first time buyers as an incentive to bcilitate home
ownership for those in need. The definition of building land for VAT purposes must not be
altered as this could affect supply of developed land being brought to the market.
Joint Ventures for delivery of public housing programmes should be encouraged using design
build approaches behveen local authorities and housing developers.
3
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Capital Gains Tax
There has been a remarkable increase

an capital Gains Tax in recent years. In the first six months of
2006, capital Gains Tax was 53% higher than the same period of 2605, contributing some egiim.
cIF believes that the 200/o rate has been good for the economy, the Exchequer and t-he construction
industry and that maintaining the 2oolo rate shourd be central to cGT policy in the future.

In the 2003 Budget, the indexation of the cost base for the computation of capital gains was
abolished. The argument advanced was that the substantial reduction in the rate of Capital-cains Tax
meant that indexation was no longer warranted. The implication of this decision is that the effective
tax rate of capital Gains Tax on assets held from 2003 will increase significanuy. For example, an
asset bought at the beginning of 2003 and sold ten years later having doubled in value where the
underiying rate of inflation averaged 5olo over the period would result in an efFective Capital Gains
Tax rate of 540lo. If the inflation averaged 3olo over the period, the effective rate would be 300/0.
The abolition of indexation has had the effect of substantially increasing the effective rate of Capital
Gains Tax on disposals in future. CIF believes that indexation should be reintroduced.

Stamp Duty
CIF has drawn attention in its budget submissions over the years to the impact of stamp duty in the

housing and property markets. The markets in land, commercial and industrial buildings and in
resjdential accommodation need to work as efficiently and smoothly as possible. This does not just
apply to the markets for newly-constructed assets. The resale market is vital in all sectors, reallocating the stock of built assets continuously to the most appropriate users, i.e. the users who
value these ass€ts most highly. It is in the national economac interest to promote, so far as is
possible, a frictionless market in second-hand constructed assets, and the completion of transaction
chains which this facilitates is an important support to the demand for new assets, which constitutes
the output of the construction industry.

But it is also a worthwhile objective in itself. No useful purpose is served by inhibiting residential
mobility. Particularly in a tight labour market of the kind experienced in recent years, workers should
face as few impediments as possible in re-locating around the country or even within the larger urban
areas. Stamp duty inhibits residential mobility, and becomes a greater burden, given the progressivity
in rates of tax, as asset prices rise.

In the non-residential market, the combination of stamp duty and, in some cases, the crystallisation
of capital gains tax liabilities, constitute a powerful disincentive to the rational re-allocation of asset
portfolios and to the completion of socially desirable projects. Taxes on capital transactions, as
distinct from taxes on income, expenditure or property, always have the effect of inhibiting
transaction volume for no evident economic purpose, other than the raising of revenue. Stamp duties
are not, it must be stressed, taxes on property; they are rather laxes on transactions in property.
They have quite different economic effects, and in CIF'S view these effects are undesirable.
Furthermore investment in property is mobile and the higher prop€rty transaction costs announced in
the 2003 Budget are providing an incentive to invest abroad. Foreign property investment is currently
valued at €1obn p.a. which at current stamp duty rates if invested in Ireland would amount to €900m
in tax revenue to the exchequer. The 2003 increases in stamp duty should, CIF believes, never have

been imposed in the first instance, and should be reversed at the earliest opportunity.

By

discouraging transactions in the property market the proceeds for capital gains tax on commercial
property transactions are also diminished. The value of pension fund property holdings was also
reduced. l,lore generally, CIF continues to believe that the Department of Finance should undertake a
full-scale review of capital transactions taxes and their economic impact in Ireland, with a view to a
comprehensive tax reform in this neglected area.
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